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MEDICAL & PYSICAL JOURNA
VoL. VII.-No. 8.] JANUARY, 1852. [N SEILES . 2

ART. XLII.-,Case of Inguinal Hernia of
20 years' standing, closedby inflamma-
lion of he Spirmaiic Cold, with. the
conversion of H5ydroccle of the Cord
into Homaiocele, by W. H. 1-IINOSTON,
M. D., Edinburgh.
The following.somewhat curious and

instructive case, may, I venture to hope,
prove interesting to some of the readers of
the British American Journal.

Thomas Kinnaird, oet. 39, a native of
Edinburgh, was on' the 6th'Nov., 1851,
admitted into Clinical Ward, No. 6, of the
Edinburgh Royal Infirmary.

ft appebrsfrom bis statementthat in
the fal of 1831, about 25 years ago, bis
attention ,as drawn to the'right inguinal

region, vhere he observed a small tumor
about the size-of a walnut. This prov>ed
to be a hirnia, which at first cauged very
littie inèonvenience, but on its increasing
in size, he was advised by a,surgeon fo
wear .truss. This he did, and froIn that
time to about five months ago he ivas un
able to do witho t its su portfor on re-
n oval of the truss, the intestine would'fall
*dwn, but aflwvs easily riturned ifito the
cavity, when pressure was made with he
fingers, r hen"th, hôriontal position
was assumed.

,About fifteen years berveda
*,smallU hard b dy on the lower part-af the
*right testicle, which continued gradually
to increase, and at the date of admission
involved the whole testicle, which ia
nearly threetimes itsoriginal size..

In the month of July last, about five
months prior to his admission into the In-
firmary, he noticed a swelling along the
course of the Spermatie Cord, which was.

very hot, and acutely painful, con eiing
him to lay aside th ttrus s and take to his
bed. In about a veek dr ten days, the
pain gradually subsihled,'but the swelling
Stilt increased. fe then presented him'ý
self to Mr. Lizars,'who introduced a iro-
char, and drew off about half a pint oi a
clear, transparent, colorless liquid. The
aperture soon closed; and he was afforded
temporary' relief. • In about three -weeks;
however, this operiation required a repeti-
tion, when about the same quantity of
fluid was withdrawn, in every respect r'e-
sembling :the former. The sac -again
refilled,.and the patient vas-on Thursday,
Nov. 13th, brought into the- -operating
Theatre of the Royal Infirmary. A trochar
vas introduced by Professor Syme, and a

fluid very different froin the former was
poured out. It was on this necasion turbid
-and of a dark reddish bréöwn color. The
quantity withdrawn was about 6 oz.. Af-
ter evacuation of the fiuid, there was no
descent of the intestiné, no impulse on
coughing. - The part was carefully exam-
ined by Mr. Syme, and after the'•visit by
myself and others, but no trace'of an open-
ing could be found.

On Wednesday, Nov. '9th, the patient
was again -brought into the operating
Theatre for removal of the testicle; ,but
previous : to the commhencement; of, that
operation, an incision was made .down to,
and!along the couise of the Spermatic
Cord. When the.knife- entered the,' part
which had an previouse occašions -been

tapped, a quantity of flid escapedsimilar
tothat of the, operationof Thursday. LOn
exariining. the interior of the cysti :thi-ee
large dots of bloodeach about the size of
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368 THE BRITISH AMERiCAN
a shilling, were found. These were bard
and brittle. The testicle was then re-
imoved, an incision was made along the
raphé of the scrotum, the knife entering
at the under surface of the root of the
penis: the knife with a circular sweep was
brought round from the under surface of
scrotum to meet the first incision, remov-
ing thereby, with the tumour, the integu-
ment which covered it. The operation
was concluded without any difficulty.
1Hemorrhage but trifling-patient under
nfluence of Chloroform.

Nov. 20th, the operation seems to have
given a considerable shock to the system,
bas slept but little. The face is pale and
anxious, lips and tongue brown and dry,
the teeth are covered with sordes, pulse
86, soft and compressible, wound very red
and hot, causing considerable pain.

Nov. 25.-Feels somewhat better
sleeps more comfortably at night ; tongue
still dry and brown ; there are two ulcers
on the left side, also in many parts of the
mucous membrane of the mouth. The
wound in the inguinal region is very deep
and gaping, an egg might with facility be
buried in it. There is a considerable dis-
charge of pus, which is of a rather dis-
agreeable color.

It perhaps would be advisable to place
the foregoing in such a shape, that the
principal features of the case might b-
seized as it were, at a single coup d'Sil,
and for thi- purpose I shall mention, 1st.
the Inguinal Hernia, which continued'
from the fait of 1851 to June of the pre,
sent year, rendering the support of a tris
necessary. 2nd, That on the occurrence
of inflammation along the course ot the
spermatic cord, the truss from its causing
considerable pain and irritation was thrown
aside. 3rd.,That on the partial subsidence
of the inflammation, the part was tapped,
and a clear, transparent, colorless fluid was
poured out, clearly showing that it was a
Hydrocele of the cord. 4th, That on a
repetition of the tapping three weeks after,

the fluid was still of the saine color and
consistence. 4th, That on two subsequent
repetitions of the operation the fluid poured
out was not clear, transparent, or color-
less, but of a reddish brown color. 6th, That
on searching in the cavity thus laid open,
tbree large clots of blood were found, prov-
ing beyond ail doubt that it was a Hydro-
cele no longer, but a Hematocele. 7th,
That after removal of the fluid no opening
could be discovered ; no protrusion tf the
intestine when in the erect posture; no
impulse on coughing ; in fact, that there
was no Hernia. 8th and lastly, That'the
tumor of the testicle commenced about
15 years ago, causingbut little annoyance,
gradually increasing until the period of its
renoval.

Remarks I have but few to offer. We
have in the first place an inguinal Hernia
closed by inflammation of the Spermatic
Cord, the inflammation and subsequent
formation of Hydrocele most probably
caused by the pressure either of the intes-
tine or the truss against the cord, thereby
obstructing the free circulation of the blood
in its vessels. And in the second place,
'he conversion of a Hydrocele into a He-
matocele. The first may, from the ana-
torny of the parts, be satisfactorily ac-
cointed for, although the majority of those
present considered the inflammation of the
cord and subsequent formation of Hydro-
cele, as caused by, and dependent on, the
tumor of the testicle, and, in fact, for that
reason was it removed. In the* second
place we have a Hydrocele becoming a
Hematocele ; this, as far as I am aware,
is a point still undetermined in surgical
pathology, nor am I warranted, either by
experience or research, in giving an
opinion.

Edinburgh, Nov. 27, 1851.
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ART. -Infinitesimal Doses; a no- systems of quackery, while dealing
tice of Homeopathy, and ils Doctrines, largely in tbeory, declaims against
by D. MACCALLUM, M.D., M.R.C.S. any objection being made to it on
Eng. account of the incomprebensibility or

(Continued.) fallacy of its theories. We contend,
2nd, Because the theory advanced, however, that where medicines are

in support of their mode of action is employed in quantities so widely dif-
clearly fatse and untenable. fering fron those employed in ordinary

Who, that bas ever bestowed a se- practice, some satisfactory, or, to say the
rious thonght on the subject, has not least, plausible explanation of their action
been deeply impressed with the fearful should be given, to at ail authorise a phy-
responsibilities which rest on him who sician to depart from a safe and long-tried
adopts medicine as a profession, and makes practice, and submit his patients to a series
its practice his daily pursuit and calling. of experiments with novel, and, what must

Ris fellow men, confidingly trusting in appear ta him, supremely ridiculons quan-
his professional knowledge, his discretion, tities of renediat substances.
judgment and skill, unhesitatingly place The ci Sage of Coethen," in the twenty-
that which they value beyond ail price- second aphorism af bis c Organon" dis-
their own health, and the health of those linctly lays down bis theory of the action
whom they love, under his care and sur- of Homoopathic icmedies. The italics
veillance. Such a one, if he duly appre- are ours. "The curative powers af medi-
ciates the important position he occupies, cines are therefore grounded upon the
as an allowed dispenser ofhealth and hap- faculty which tbey possess of creating
piness to those around him, will never a!- symptams similar ta thase of the disease
low himself to adopt novelties of practice, itselfe but whic are of a more intense na-
which usually experience an ephemeral ture. It necessarily follnws that disease
existence, without rigidly examining ail cannat be destroyed or cured in a certain,
the laims which their ad vocates put forth radical, prompt, and permanen! manner,
as entitling them'ta the consideration oa but by the aid s a medicine, which is Ca-
the medical profession. The mere ipse pable af exciing the entire group ofsymp-
dixit of an interested party, as to the suc- toms which bear the closest resemblance
cess of the new practice,-the haclcneyed ta those of the disease, but which possess a
and sickening cry af cc he uncertainty of siigreater degre of energy o
medicine" will produce no efsect on h ym. He regards disease as an mfrterial ese

e cannot conscientiously adopt any new sence, or e

ure. It necsariy folows thatdisres

plan of treathoent, unlessit commends itsef, vhich, interfering wita n and disturbin,
tlike lai theor and practice , to is md. the vital powers, gives rae ta varions
We e le Io do otherwise, and erbrace symptom. This force , be i remebered,
every'wild and extravagant systeme whîch then, is capable of interrupting the eal-
iits forth daims to consideration an t prcessesandinducingailthoseaber-

adoption on the'score of the certainty ed rations from a normal state in the various
cure ta e effected in every diseased con- organs and parts of the body, wnichc under
ition oftLe boly trougb its application ; te name of signs and symptones authorise

there is to'hnedica c hertsy extant fron us in prmniuncing that disease exist.
that a aenemann and Priestnitz, down cc Medicines possess a spiritual vdhlue--a
te Mverion and Holloway, but which he a force, cby vhich they can modify the
would feel bouad ta adopt. state af the human Lady and even cure.

rHaneanrim, in comm n with other disease.-(aph. xv.) Here, ther, we
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have two forces ::theC« dynamic morbific
power," and the medicinal force ; the lat-
ter distinctly stated to be the more power-
fui one of the two. If, therefore, the
lesser power can affect the healthy sys-
tem in such manner as to produc.e ail those
visiblè and cognizable phenomena char-

'acteristie of disease, surely the greater
-power is capable.of inducing equal, if not
more. marked departures from a normal
state of health.- Thit is .clear and axio-
natic; and it will naturally be supposed
that Hahnemann .would keep it rigidly
in view.- Listen,: then, :t0 tihe words of
the cc Sage." " When. a perfect homoo-
pathic remedy acts upon the body, it is
nothing more -than symptoms-analagous
to those of the, disease laboring tu sur-
.Mount and annihilate these latter by
usurping. their place. The remaining
symptoms caused by ihe medicinal sub-
stance, which are. often numerous and
correspond in no respect with the existing
malady, scarcely ever sköw' themselves.
* * ? . * * "In fact, it is scarce-
ly possible for.the symptoms of the medi-
cine to cover those of the malady with as
much precision as a triangle would do, in
regard:to another which is .possessed of
angles and sides that are equalto its own.
But .thesè. diferences which are of little
importance, in a case which. terminates in
a short time, are easily efaced bythe ener-
gy of the vital yrinciple." . * *
" An artificial disease rathe'r more intense
is. substituted in lte place of'the natural
one. The organism no longer suffers but
from the former afection, ,which, by rea-
son' of its nature and the minuteness of the

oise bywhièh it was produced,'soon yields
àé thé effects of the vital forée to'restore

MIe s mabrr state (Organon; :Aph.
exlix, ci aad eclxxx.)

Admitting- bis explanation of the nature
of-disease.- and the operation of remedies, i
to be correct, we put it to every candid s
and intelligent mind, if the above quota-
tions -do not present an exquisite speci- t

men of contradictions speciously dressed
up *in the garb of sound anid truthful
reasoning ? The natural disease,or lesser
force excites visible symptoms; but, the
symptoms of the . médicinal disease, or
greater force, which overcomes the former
in virtue. of the greater intensity:of its
action, ' scarcely ever shew themselves.
.The lesser force always disturhs the vital
force and often extinguishes the vital prin-
.ciple ; but, the greater force is c easily
effaced by the energy of the vital princi-
ple,'? and ýc soon yields Io te efforts ofithe
vitalforce.". Trdy, the profundity of the
« Sage " is deserving of our deepest'ad-
miration1 And it is toa con'clus'ive
reasoning" such as this, and in abundan'ce,
that. the enquirer into the truth of the
system of infinitesimals, ja treated in the
« immortal Organon ;" a'species.of reasdn-
ing, which, according to Dr. Blackr, ol-
tained for Hahnemann the appellation of
Sthat rare double-head!" " Wh," 'de-
mrands, Locke; c"can reasona-bly .expect
arguments and conviction from him, in
dealing with others, whose understanding
isnot accustomed to tliem in bis dealing
with himself?"'

3.rd.-Because the endi whic Hahne-
mann professed to obtain by trituration
and attenuation of remedies; is contradic(-
ed in his own wbritings, and, hose of his
followers.

There is -a class ofpersong, in, as. well
as out of the profession, of a certain, men-L
tal calibre,; persons of a pryng iqmsitive
disposition,. who mistake.their promptiVgs
to become acquainted with everythmog
new, for .an earnest desire to extei)d theit
knowledge. and arrive atIthe; truth of ail
things ; persons, who enthusiasticalysup-

iort each novelty. in tie:practice ofUmed
eine as.it appears,,be.,it Perkmini, Mag-
netism, -Electro-Biologism,, Hahngmnan
sm, Priestnitzism, or:any.othertism ! per-
ons who talk by-the hour on, what they:
nagniloquently . terra ,"abstruse ques-
ions ;" that is, questions, the solution of

3270
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which,'under the present extent of--ouri
knowledge, cannot. at all be determined;
persons who truly love mysticism for is
own sake, ta whom- the attenuations, tri-
turations and .mysterious shakings of
homeopathic remedies.possess a peculiar
charm. But. few out of. this class,- we
imagine, will regard the directions to be
attended to, as laid down by.the rare
double-bead," and his followers, for.the
purpose of developing the peculiar vzrtue
of medicines, otherwise than as an insuit
to the, common-sense of the reader, and
worthy.otily of a place among theformul
of the professor of the occult sciences, and
an embodiment in some antiquated work
on the Black Art and Divination.

" Of homeopathic - remedies," directs
.Hahnemann in his Treatise on Chroidie
Diseases, ci take one grain of those which
are solid, or one droy of' those which are
liquid ;- put this small quantify ,on about
the third part of a hundred grains of sugar
of milk, in a porcelain capsule that, Wsnot
glazed, then mix the medisine arrd sugar
of milk together for a. moment with ai
spatula of bone or horn and pound the
whole strongly during six minutes. The
rmass isfthen detached from the bottom of
the capsuf'e and pestle duringfdurrminutes
iri' oler that it rmay be peife'ctly -homo-
genéous, and tiien rb-down afresti during
six. minutes with'equalforce.. Collect-the
wholef the-'powder -into :a body during
joùr minutes; then add the secbnd thzrd
portiwnof.the 'sugar of milk; u ahd mix
tbe .whole for an instant with'a spatùila ;
then frituiale .ithjorcefor six*mzaUtes ;",
add'so'it(proceeds to the-erid of (hécha'ýter
..Z..mixing for an instanty scrapiit frfàùr
miniutes, aùd-rubbin'g down forsix minutei•.

Carefülnss in the prepartio 'ifof medi-
ciñ'é 'is highlycommendabe, nd a were
the objet of'the haininnnisf 'limited d
th¥lobthtiton of pure remedies, ve niight,
perhan'e merely 'smile at the Tigid
ràëtiiess-,witti 'liicî i the tieo be
devoted to'and muscQúlrstrength expend-

ed in, 'manipulatioh la Iài dôwn ; but,
that something more is intended to be sò-
cured by,thoseprecautions, wilbe evident
from the following. *" When I make use
of the word intimately, I mean to say, that
by shaking a drop, of medicinal liquid with-
an hundred drops of alcohol once-that is,
to say, by taking the phial in the band
which, contains the whole, and imparting
to it a rapid motion by a single powerfut
stroke of the arm descending, I. shall.then
obtairr an exact mixture of them ; but that
two, three, or ten such movements.would:
render the mixture much- closer-that. is
to say, ihey would develop tihemedicinal
virtue still further, making tihem, as it.
were, more potent, and their action on the
nerves much more penctrating.-- In:-pro-
ceeding, therefore,to the dilution oe
dicinal substances, it is wrong 'to give the
twenty or thirty successive -*.xtenuating
glasses more than- two dsakes, where it isg
merely intended to develóp the power of thé
medicine in.annioderate degree. *

Thethoopatic dicinesaaire at-
eá chdivisiun or dilution dae''è dgrë qof
power by the rubbin'g or shakinthse y4 ün-
cergo, a means-of de elopig the inherenr
Virtues of medicies tbt wa
known till my time ; and which: is .so
energetic, that Iatterly, Ibave beenforced
by experience: to reduce:.the'number:.of.
shakes to two, of which I'formerly press
cribed., ten to each dilutioni'l (Organon,
Note to Aph, cclxxviii and cclxxxv- . •

Here, then, it is clearly and succi'dtly'
stated, that theobject in affixiuglimitW:o
the.timë to b expendedd op trituratidand
to the numbèr of shakos to. b given. at
eachattenuationy is o prevent an extra-.
develpment ?u" medicinal virtue;." and
that ea h. attenuatonmay bè regrded as
an.àbsòufe inerment of'power. .Conse-
quently,there .must be a regular gradation
of po.wer from the first'to the last attenua-
tio -fron thetenth to the decilionth' a
grain. *1This view of Hahnemann's, is.
eitier op enly or tacitly agreed to by
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Black, Dunsford, Curie, .Kara. Luther,
Everest, jahr and Van Bonninghaus.en.

One-fiftieth part of agrain of'aconitine
is a'dangerous dose, when administèred to
a'healthy individdal; and if the regulai
pràctitioner wished to administer the me-
dicine with safety to his patient, he would
decrease its power by attenuation,' probably
shaking it frequently while doing so.- But
acdording to¯Hahnemann there would be
a regular increase of power with each at-
tenuation and each additional shake. How,
thenwe ask, can homeopathists- admi-
nistèr:this medicine in millionth and decil-
lionth -parts of a grain, which produces
dangerous symptoims when given in doses
of 'one fiftieth- part of a grain? Oh!
say's:D. Dunsford, " the doses-prescribed,
are so'minute that, if they should not cure,
at- least they cannot injure." '"cHigh
attenuations," says Black, "do not always
exercise an effect pon persons in health,"l
* - * - "- l the - difference .of dilution is
really versy imperceptible,and the 30th suc-
ceeds as well as the 3rd." * .

"Many'? says Curie, who recommended
high attenuations and few repetitions, have
been obliged to. have recourse to more
p.owerfuland more frequent doses.",

"Rau, Kramer, Werbe, Grièssilich,
Schroèn, Elwert, Egidi, Mulleri Trinks,
Simpson; and mhny óthers, have success-
fully ;proved, that by the low dilutions
they curéd diieases' which had suffered no
change .by the emplMyment of-the' high
onies.",.-

To justify so palpable an attempt
to bolstèiïp a weak' cùse, by setting
reasón and comrmon sense at defiance, it
would devolve on the hahnemannist to
p'rove that'np to the preseït, the world
hàs'been liabofing ûnder a wrong' impres-
sion"as to the'nature of the idea wbich the
térm à'c eufradiction," is intended to con-
vey ; that, instead of regarding the term
it'is TEpresenting'thé idea of an opposite
to'sôinies ,tätement already made, it should

be looked-upon as representing an iden-
tity with, that statement.

In one place lomoeepathic writers,con--
trast the "large dose " of the profession
and its "distressing effects," with the'in-
finitesimal dose and its insensible opera-
tion; and in another, they descant most
eloquently on the 'vast development of
power, which - takes place with every
shake and at each attenuation of the re-
medy. In one and the same sentence,
they state, that, " many who recommend-
ed high attenuations have been obliged to
to have recourse to more powerful doses ;1>
that is, according to one view, the "more
potent " dynamizations « wfhose actions on.
the nerves are the most penetrating,"2 for
the first attenuations, which, according to
the'same view must be considered.less
active, but which are stated above to be,
" more powerful." The greater, for the
lesser, and the lesser for the greater.:The:
substitution is not to be regarded, however,
as the terms appear to be synonymous :in.
Hahnemannism. .

(To be continued.)

ART. -Terrestrial.Magnetism
a Lecture delivered before theM Mecha-.
nics'Institute at Toronto,Nov.22,1851
by Capt.-J. H. LEFRoY, NA.., F..R.S.ý
How surely.there is a fulness of time,.

for each onward step of. human knowledge'
before which, should it..by chance ;be,
taken, it nevertheless leads. to'nothing..
With how much justice, therefore, ali true%
knowledge has been declared to be, in.its -
degree, revelation, is a reflection which
is often forced upon any one who endea-
vors to account for the astoniching in-.
stances the history of science presents, Pf
iabortive and barreh discovery. Terrestrial
magnetism adds, one more to the many
illustrations 'vhich may be found in .that
history, of thie truth'of a remark ich a
wise'and thoughtful writer, (Sir, Francis
Palgrave,) puts into tbe mouth of the,

8'l2
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greatfriar. Ci"Ma7,- says Bacon, in one a mile of forest and morass:. the first.andof his imaginary cblloquies witli Marco the second crusades had found their way,Polo~~ruaesa foun tMeir wayasstetr f»'fe iPolo, "Man may pass the torch of science to the Holy L and; Durham Cathedral,from hand to hand ; but he miust alhvay inchester Cathedral, and many another,recollect that the light is darted' from noble building, had been. truly plaàedabove ; he cannot steal the sacred fire; he where ils east window should drink, whilecanreceive nothing, except it be given from the worls .lasts, of therays ,of the risingheaven." Who can tell what hie'resuit sun, before the compass, that simple in-
might bave been, if Aristotle, instead of strument, had been brought to the aid ofcontenting himself with that bare know- the brave hearts that dirécted the one or
ledge that the loadstone attracts iron, the skilfulhands that reared the other.
which is said to appear in bis works, had
tried those simple experiments wuich Early in the 13th century, then, was

the compass first' known, and, in the sameevery school boy now k noivs hov b make, ce %uy a l vrainîomhet eand ad ive'a ompss o te Bet> centucy, was its variation fromn the true me?and liad gîivena coinpass to the Ileet ofbeorcth
ridian also known. Il this ocretthNearchus; or if Piny, four centuries kno knw.dge i th bcoredhe

later, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C nsedoreetnexrvgnknwde, lilce much other knowledgelater, insead if repeatin extravagant before the invention of printing, must
fabdes aboutcis s mdruc Iroperties have been te much confined to do realbad exerciscd as much ingcnuity as benefit to the world.- -Every -one wbo-has-the Chinese did before his lime, and had bent the worl Ee o n w h
given to the West that dicvr fteread the delightlful Life of Columbus, byPolarity of the Ýsag ,discieryc the I Irvine, will recollèct that, tWo or three
knew not how to appreciatc. But Lhis centuries later, that is to-say, in Iis -first
was not ho be. 'Tc acuteness of Aristotle, voyage in 1493, that fact was equally new

to bim ani obs emnthe industry of Pliny, wanted that light
whichi guides our researches at this day. «In the evening," says his biographer,.Professing themselves wise,.they be- «on the 13th September, being about 200came fools," by making the human intel- leagues from the island of Ferro, Colum-
lect ratherthe arbiter and judge of nature, bus for the first time noticed the variation
than lier humble and teachable disciple; of the compass. He perceived abàut
and. thus it was, that facts -upon. the very nighifal, that the needle, instead of point-
threshold.of which they stumbled,rem'ain- ing to the North star, varied about hälf-a
ed, with all theirconsequences, concealeil point, or between hfive and -six degrees to
fromthem, and lost to mankind for.a the North-west,'and still more on the fol-
thousand years. lowing rmorning.. Struck with this cir-

~syathousand years ;, mor - than'tha cumnstance, lie observed il attentively for-I say, a'thousan d years ; mnore'tlîan'th.at tbree days, and found'Ihat the variation
tiïne-'làpsed'before th'e immèdiate cons"e-thiiMapedbfdrctheimmdiat cose-increascd as lie 'advanced.'", Helie'en
queiice' of thèse properties 'f whicl Aris- c on cir
tdtle'the'Greek'philosopher was not 'igné- cumstances 'a e
rintî-íhichîPliny, the Rornan naturalist, îbePilots and crev, of. thé' Santa
récods wéè' dinily perceived in' Europe. and how'it tasked al tbc inge
The earliest meàtion in'European itära; ntature~f:be~prpérîof nagncizéd influence of Columbus ho allay tbeirsxiPcturé ýof the'.prop'eity of nfiàgneizéd teelof &titi6us fé.r. l'é right indecd have
päfihting to-the north, has be'enffmndin vètitè Î"'"tlioble reply whicl hisFreiïchôromanceby-Guiiot.-d/:Prôvencej 

cèdht
writ'fén' ittlé' befor0 âst*fulogér, "ThaLte had les confidence
Roa'ds ashsti aighi as an arro\v had m eëcarried ovéiincrs a he 'ad c d e thenle, ney Comp. of Columbs p a 84. He- résorted
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instead to a theory which pacified them,
if itdid not satisfy himself, c That it was
the star, not the compass, that had changed
its position !" Here then, we have reach-
ed a starting point for terrestrial Magnet-
ism as a science of observation, namely,
at that period of history when it first
became a familiar fact in men's knowledge
of the globe they inhabit, that the com-
pass does not point, in most places, truly
to the North, but deviates to the East or
West of the true meridian, according t
certain symmetrical, but complicated laws.
I am unable to state at what date the first
authentic observation of the amount of the
variation was made. Probably, however,
the observation made at Paris in 1541,
was one of the very earliest. The com-
pass then pointed 7-° East of North, in the
neigbborhood of that city. The earliest
observation in London, vas in 1580, when
the variation was found to be 11° East.
From that period, observations of tolerable
accuracy became sufficiently numerous te
have enabled the celebrated Swedish
philosopher Hanstein, several years ago,
to construct charts, shewing the variation
over a large part of the globe, at a
number of epoclis, beginning as early as
the yearl600.

(Some diagrams copied from HIanstein's
Variation Charts, were bere exhibited,
for the purpose of shewing, thus early in
the subject, one of its most remarkable,
and at present most inexplicable features,
namely the aiteration which the magnetic
condition of every point on the.earth's sur-
face undergoes, in the course of no very
long periods of time. This alteration, or
secular change, as it is called, takes place
equally in the force of magnetism, and in
the angle in which that force acts, (called
the dip, or inclination;) but the variation
baving been the longest observed, its
changes are best known.)

la the year 1600, the needle pointed to
the true north at every point situated
along a enrve which would be found
pretty nearly, by holding one end of a
thread on a map, at the island of Trinidad,
the.other. end about the middle of the

Gulf of Guinea, and drawing out the
centre, in a long loop or oval, as far as the
parallel of 70- on the coast of Norvay ;
This was the liue of no variation, or the
line which separates on the surface of the
sphere in this Hemisphere, those regions
in which the needle points East ofNorth
from those in which it points West. In
the year 1700, by what Sir John Herschell
has termed the absorption of this oval into
another system, the line possessing this
remarkable property was found, forming a
simple curve, sweeping from the coàst of
South Carolina across the Atlantic, to a
point a little westward of St. Helena,
and then proceeding in a direction nearly
south. In 1787 the centre almost touched
Cape St. Roque, and at the present rime
its situation is far vithin the continent of
South America, while its northern branch
passed over Toronto about twenty years
ago. But this is not the only line on the
globe along which th2 needle bas no va-
riation. There is another of a much more
intricate character in the' Eastern Hemis-
phere. Commencing near the North
Cape, it descends through Russia, Persia,
Tartary, Bokhara, encircles our Indian
possessions, thence sweeps back to the
heart of Siberia, with a second curve des-
cends through the China seas, and with a
final inflexion in the Eastern Archipelago
departs without further eccentricity to the
Southern pole. It vould complicate
the map too much, were I to draw
on it the lines at which the varia-
tion is 10, 2, and so on ; but, while we
are on this subject, there are two other
peculiarities of the variation lines, so re-
markable that I must briefy advert to
them. I mean the system of closed circles,
or ovals, represented by these two rings,
one in the Eastern part of Siberia,and one
in the Pacific. At every point in, the
Siberian circle, the needle bas 6° of west
variation, at .every point in the other,
(which encircles the Marquesa group,) it
has 50 of east variation. In the former,
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-the variation decreases in concentric ovais at liberty to obey that attraction, it a
or what are more or less so, until we reach sumes a position more or less inclined to th
the line of no variation. In the latter it horizon. This new fact, the Dip of th
increases in the same manner up to the Needle, as it is called,' is commonly sai
line of 10°, which is no longer a closed to have been first observed by Robe
oval, but returns in two long branches to Norman. a maker of instruments in Lon
the opposite magnetic poles. don, in the year 1576, and he found th

Of course, what is said of the changes angle there to be about 72a. Long befo
of the lines of no variation, applies equally the Royal Society was founded, befor

to ail lines of variation, which, with more England boasted of an observatory, whil
or less parallelism, surround them. These most men still believed the sun to mor

also change their position, almost as cir- round the earth: and while our grea
cles in the water meet, and absorb or neu- Queen Elizabeth had to send to Hollan

tralise or dislocate one another. If I were for the commonest produce of the garden

to draw then here for two distant epoc did this ingenious London Mechanic, no)pcs ' onSY ,invent an instrument, rude, perbapg
you would scarcely perceive the least re- but identical in principle with the on
seiblance. Since Capt. Bayfield survey- be ntca on pe ple it he on
ed1 the B3ay of Toronto, the variation has bfore you on the table. But he did muci
ced here y'fTronEast to W tn Iae more: he put it into the hands of variouchang-ed here frorn East to West. 1 have riesfeu
mentioned that it was 11ý East in London ma ntig the Port of London
in 1580. It was 00 there in 1657, and it and learned from their observations, wha
is now 24ý West, but evidently returning bis own could not have taught him, ho%

rtrngth at the angle o f-Dip diminished as the3
again towards zero. Thus, the line of no that sthae if Dir voyage. ahey
variation which passed over London in en third in toi tye. tHo
1657 passed over Toronto about the year rhen their Astrolabes told them that they
1850. and is stili journeying here to the drew near to the Equinoctial line, the

West. needle dipped not at aill; and how, wrhen
they had passed it, the end which was

The science of Terrestrial Magnetism, before the highest began in turn to dip,then, avoiding tbat error of commencing while the other rose above the horizon.
at the wrong end, which bas been detri-
mental to so many enquiries, aims, first, In less than a century after Vasco de
at a correct knowledge of these strange Gama first sailed round the Cape of Good
and interesting facts respecting the magne- Hope, did English seamen follow in bis
tic condition of the globe ; and, secondly, tracic, with instruments not unlike, and
at a theory which will correctly account purposes the same, as those with which in
for then. Hitherto, I have referred only our own time, on a far grander scale I
to the variation, not only because that was admit, Governiments bave made it a great
the fact easiest'to discover, and in conse- thing to equip them. Bearing in nnd
quence the first to b studied, but because that the means of this delicate experiment
of its practical importance to navigators were invented and furnished by a private
and surveyors. It was ·very early obser- citizen of London, whose best implernent
ved, bowever, that if the needle is not we should probably think only fit for a
every where attracted to the true North, museum; we must, I think, 'admit that
so neither is its natural position 'that in we are notin alirespects so much'in ad-
which wesee it in compasses such as this. vance of our ancestors as we are somewhat
The attraction of the earth in this'hemis- too ready to believe.

phere pulls the North end down, and tA map was then referred to, to point out
whenever a needle is so balanced as to be the line along which, at the present day,
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the needie bas nowhere any dip; it is an
irregular curve cutting thé equator in two
points.' It is somewhat curious to remark
also that it cuts' the ines of no variation
in four points. That is to say, there are
four points in the Globe where the needle
has neither dip nor variation. What a
very erroneous notion of Terrestrial mag-
netism might people have arrived at who
began to study it at either of these points!,

There remains one more circunstance
in the earth's magnetism to which I must
refer, before proceeding to the recent his-
tory of the science. I mean the varying
amount of the force by which a needle is
attracted to the north. Master Robert
Norman, from his workshop in Cheapside,
might devise an instrument to measure the
dip, and even find seamen who would
bring him home observations from the
most distant shores of India ; but the idea
of counting the vibration of the needle
could not have occurred to him. Galileo's
discovery of the equal times in which the
vibrations of a Pendulum are made 'was
then too recent to be known to him,. nor
was it till a century later that Newton
demonstrated ·that the tire in which the
vibrations are made is a measure of the
force by which the pendulum is brouglht
to rest.

Every body knows that if. we dip a
nagnet ' into iràn filings, they adhere

chiefly if not eitirely at the end. It is a't
these extrerrities or poles that the force is
chiefly exerted. Just' in'the saine way
does th'e éarth attract a magnetié needîe
with the greatest force near its o.?n poles,
and with the»least near the equator, and
this, .arthough an obious and almost ne-
cessary consequence or rather cause of its
other propertiés, was discovered so lonr
after them, that at th'e begini ing of the
present century it was not attested by'any
published observation. I might indeed
say more: the very fact wàs denied by
no less an authority than Cavendish, who
affirmed that the forêé'of the earth's at-
traction was every where the same.

Ten years ago, wh'én'dne of the greatést

promoters of magnetical science; I mean
Colonel Sabine,' set to vork to collect all
the observations that had been made up
to that time, lie vas able to assign thé
force at 670 stations on the globe, and at
the present time their number must amount
to thousands. And, now it may be asked,
how can this force, which, we say, at-
tracts a magnetic needie, be measured at
all. Every one knows how, by referring
a compass to the sun at noon, or to -the
pole star, or in some similar way, the
variation can be ascertained. Every .one
can see how by an instrument in which
a needle is balanced on a horizontal axis
instead of a point,-the inclination below
the horizon, or the dip is observed. But
it is not so obvions how this minute force,
even admitting its existence, can be corn-
pared and measured. To make this clear
we must refer to the Pendulum again.
Why does a Pendulum after a certain
number of vibrations come to rest in a Ite
directed to the centre of the earth. Every
one will answer "because the force of
gravity attracts it in that direction.>
Why, then, cloes a pendulum which
makes 86,600 vibrations in a mean solar
day at the equator, make S6,535, in the
saine interval in, London, and 86,6-3 at
the, poles. The a.nswer is equally ob-
vious, that in London, and still' more at
the poles, its motion is accelrated, it is
drawn to its position of rest by a.stronger
force than atthé equator, and makes its
oscillations in a less time; or whaf is the
same thing, makes more of them in'
given time. This was very early under-
stood, and long before the appliiation of
the idea was possible, owing to the.great
perfection of .workmansii required, it
was proved that to count the number of
vibrations made by a given pendulum in à
day would be the best and simplestmethôd
of.ascertaining how much the for:e of
gravitation varies from the Equator tothe
Poles

Nòw, 'all that I have said of the force
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of gravitation is true of the force of mag-
netisM, and we haveonly to make a Mag-
netic Pendulum, to be able to measure the
variations of that force in the same way.
Such a pendulum is this:

If I set this dipping needle in motion,
you see that it continues to vibrate until
brought to rest by the force which attracts
it back:to its natural p9sition. 53 years
ago, did a young German.naturalist, who
was going te South America, provide him-
self with such a needle. He found that
it made 245 vibrations in ten minutes at
Paris, and only 211 at a certain spot in
Peru. Admitting the-- accuracy of the
observation, nothing more was requiied to
prove the fact of a diminution of the force,
for had that b'een the same the needle must
have.made the same number of vibrations
in ten minutes in.both places. As it was,
it proved that the force of magnetic at-
tracto.n in Paris was to that im Peru, in
the proportion of the squari, of 245 to the
square of 211, or that of 135to 10Onearly.
It has since been found that the greatest
force on the globe is almost exa'tly three
times the force at the equator.

I cannot forbear to mention that that
young naturalist has lived to see an ample
science built tpon the corner stone, which,
at that period of bloodshed and revolution,
he was so fortunate as to lay. He still
lives to enjoy, as Baron Alexander Hum-
boldt, the highest reputation 'of bis time;
to, give a striking proof of mind surviving
the decay of the body ; and an illustration
which we *should do vell to note, of-the
ever vivid, ever expanding interest by
which the student of nature is rewarded
for the hours he devotes to her works.-

.o be Continued.

.J* - , '

ART. XLV.--. Scoie's Canadian AIma-
nac, and Repository of Useful Knowledge
for the year 1852,.containing full ànd au.
thentic comnercial, statistical, astronomi-
cal, departmental, ecclesiastical, education-
al, financial, and general information.--
Toronto : Hugh Scobie. Small 8vo; pp. 96.

2. Thje Canada Directory, cortaining te
names oft/he professional and business ne
of every description, in the cities, toens,
and principal villages of Canada, together
toith a complete ost Office directory of the
Province ; a directory to public ofice, ofi-
cers, and institutions ; a variety of statisti-
cal, and commercial tables, exhibiting the
population, trade, revenue, expenditure,
imports, exports, public woi-ks, q·c., of Ca.
nada, and a variely of other .tseful infor.
mation, brought down to November, 1851,
by ROBT. W. S. MAciCAY.; .. lontreal :.John
Lovell, 1851. Royal 8vi, pp. 692.

1. Scobie's Almanac is as copious in
important information as usual. It is ern-
bellished with a nap of a part of Canada
West, and, while the .astrono:nical calcu-
latiohs have been prepared with care- yve
are pleased to witness a carefully' adjust-
ed table for the purposes of .determining
the mean time of the meridian passage of
the Polar star for every tenth day of the
year, and the mean time of.its greatest
elongation from the ineridian, -upon the

parallel of 44!0 .. As the object of 'this
table is to furnisb a ready means'of refer-
ring a theodolite to the-true meridian, it re-
conmends itself in an especial manner to
landsurveyors.' The Almanac abounds
wyith most useful statistical information in
regard to the Proviicein general,,ai d we
hope that its enterpising àid laborious
proprietor.will béèrewarded by 'an exten-
sive sale.

,2. .This is.the fist attempt atithe om&
pilation of a general dire!ory for the«Ca-
nadas,and nòobly and ivell hasMéMackày
executed histask. TelmeI i*isreplete
with most*isÌfurif" â îi Te1Wak
embodies imnpratginform . -ard
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to about 564 of the principal cities and vil-
lages of Canida, and, after specifying the
locality of the place, its distance from the
principal post towns, its population, it pro-
ceeds to an enumeration of the principal
business and professional men in them,
arranged in alphabetical order. The work
is an extremely valuable one to ail profes-
sional and business men, to whose atten-
tion we cordially recommend it. We no-
tice that the author is projecting a Ga-
zeteer of the Canadas. From the speci-
men before us of plodding, pers'evering
industry, we consider Mr Mackay a gen-
tieman admirably qualified for the task
which he is imposing upon himself. A
work of that kind is one which is much
needed, and we wish him every success
in bis arduous undertaking.

ART. XLVI.-The Laows of Health in rela-
tion to Mlind and Body; a series of Lettera
from an Old Practitioner to a Patient, by
LIoNEL JOHN BEALE, M.R.C.S. Philadel-
phia: Blanchard 4. Lea, 1851. 12mo,

pp. 295.
Important as a knowledge of the laws

which conduce to health is, it is unques-
tionably a lamentable fact that there is no
eubject upon which a greater extent of
ignorance prevails; certainly none the
contravention of which is more popularly
indulged in.. Disease may hover around,
and death may single out its victims, yet
the cause is, in the vast proportion of in-
stances, overlooked, and the means of pre-
servation thus precluded. Addressed os-
tensibly to a patient, the letters which
constitute the volume before us, abound
witlh sound, practical sense, and appeal
not only to the thinking portion of the
cornmunity at large, but, in a direct man-
ner, to civic authorities and legislators,
who may, in theiV sevèral capaçities, most
safely, follow its maxims, as regards those
Wbhôr they severally represent.

TÉe aïuf c't ,'f hygienecannot be too

frequently nor too strenuously forced 'upon
the attention of the public ; and, although>
many able treatises bave hitherto issued
fron the press upon the subject, there are
none more familiarly addressed than the
present one,-certainly none in which at-
tention to its rules is more practically ex-
emplified-appealing as it does to the com-
mon sense and- personal observation of
every individual.

ART. XLVII.-1. The Cranial Nerves,
their leading points a) ranged for the use
of Students, by W2Y.WIuGHIT, M. D., De-
monstrator of Anatony, McGill College.
1851.

2.-The Spinal Nerves, their disposition and
distribution; arranged for the use of Stu-
dents, by WM. WRIGnT, M.D., Demon.
strator of Anatomy, M1lcGill College. 1851.

The two foregoing tables, which bave
just issued from the press of Mr Lovell,
are printed on sheets of double demy size,
and exhibit, at a glance, the origin, course,
and distribution of the various nerves of
the body, and are a credit to the industry
and ingenuity of the author. Students
will find them a very valuable assistant in
their anatomical studies, and we cordially
commend them to their consideration.

ART. XLVIII.-The Dissector: or Practi-
cal and Surgical Anatomy, by ERASMUS

WILSON, edited by PAUL B. GODDARD, M.D.
Philadelphia : Blanchard 4- Lea. 1851.,

The works of Mr Wilson have been de-
servedly popular, both with students and
practitioners, and it were a work of super-
erogation ta enter into a review of a treatise
which bas been so long before the profes-
sion, and upon which it has long since pro-
nounced its verdict. Suffice it to say that
the present edition contains all thatis new
in anatomy, and is illustrated by one hun-
dred and fifteen welI executed wood-cuts
-aids to the study of anatomy, which
many of our readers, not favorably situated
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for practising dissection, will find of im-
mense use to therm in refreshing and keep-
ing up their knowledge.

ART. XL1X.-Operative Sirgery, based on
.Normal and Pathological Anatomy, by
J. F. M ALGAIGNE, Professeur lgrege, Chi-
rurgien de l'Hôpita1 de Lourcine, 4-c. ic.
Translated fron the French by Frederick
Brittan. Philadelphia : Lea 4- Blanchard.
Sro.
la a recent number of this journal we

entered cursorily into the merits of a late
wnrk on Operative Surgery, by a London
author, and it may be within the recollec-
tion of our readers, that we blamed him
for not adopting some rnethods of practice
inculcated by Continental Surgeons; and,
in particular, we found fault with his ap-
parent ignorance of the classical workof
Mons. Malgaigne, whose titie is given
above.' In the limits assigned to literary
notices in this Journal, it would be impos-
sible to enter into an extended review of
the contents of Mons. Malgaigne's Trea-
tise, yet we cannot omit giving a fe w pas-
sages which will enable the reader to forin
his own judgment of its merits unbiassed
by our verdict:-

4. oF HARE-LIP.

Anatomy.-Hare-lip is met with in
three different conditions, which singular-
]y modify the operative proceedings. They
are distinguished into-

1st. Simple Hai e-Lip,-consisting in a
congenital fissure of the upper lip, about
one-third of an inch from the mesial line,
more frequently on the left side than on
the right ; the cicatrized edges of which
present a small reddish portion that must
be removed in the operation.

2nd. Double Hare-Lip, in which there
are two fissures, separated by a middle flap,
called the labial tubercle, whose form and
size much vary.

'3d. Complicated Hare-Lip, in which
the two fissures occupy even the anterior
portion of the roof of the palate, and unite
behind into a cleft that. generally divides

* Review of Skey's Operative Surgery,
British American Journal, vol. vii. page 239.

ail the roof and the velum of the palate ;
in this case usually the middle portion of
the maxillary bones, or the osseous tuber-
cle, much more developed tban the rest of
the bone, projects considerably down-
wards and forwards, and is rendered still
more prominent by the presence of the
incisor teeth, which are cut 'when the
child is borr.. Sometimes there is also a
deviation, which carries the alveolar edge
and the teeth directly forwards. In con-
sequence of this projection, the labial
tubercle is pushed forwards, and even be-
comes attached to the point of the nose.
Lewis has attempted to prove thatin hare-
lip there is no real loss of substance. This,
in our opinion. is a play upon the words ;
there is evidently a want of development
in the fissure, and you can never expect
to have the lip as well formed after the
operation as it would be after the reunion
of a simple recent wound. Even after the
slightest hare-lip, you must always ex-
pect that the free edge of the lip wili pre-
sent a little notch, however well the opera-
tion bas been done; but it is especially the
slight projection in the middle of the. lip,
that it is almost impossible to -restore,
when the fissure occupies the median line.

SIMPLE HARE-LIP.

lst. Ordinary Proceeding.-The pa-
tient should be seated opposite the light,
with bis head leaning on the breast of an
assistant, who embraces the jaw, so as to
compress the external maxillary (facial)
arteries, pushes the cheeks towards the
median line, and holds the lip, if neces-
sary, whilst the operator refreshes its
edges. The operator standing in front of
the patient, first seizes the inferior angle
of the portion on ihe left side, either with
a book, (roux,) dissecting forceps, or bis
fingers ; and with the other hand passes a
strong sharp pair of scissors two or three
lines beyond the, superior angle of the
cleft, with which, in one eut, if possible,
he removes ail the reddish border on 'this
side, encroaching a little even on the
healthy tissues,' so as to leave a clean
straight, raw edge. For the right side
he extends the lip itself, grasping and
stretching it, with the- left finger and
thumb placed outside the edge to bë eut
off. The scissors are used as before. ny
they oughtnot to extend so fatashe flirst
cut, so as, to leave-a ueat, cean angle of
division, according to the rules -for V in.
cisions. The double incision then repre-
sents a V reversed, whose edges should be
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free from any adhesion to favor reunion.
.lf the frenurn of the lip offers any obstacle
in this~respect, it shouid be cut without
besitation. This first step finished, you
must arrest the flow of blood with cold lo-
tions, and then reunite with the twisted
suture. The operator seizes with his lett
forefinger and thumb the left angle of the
cleft, with his right he passes ina needle
about three lines from the edge cf the
wound, and half a line above the natural
rosy part of the lip, obliquely from below
upwards, and from before backwards, to
bring it out at the union of the two ante-
rior with the posterior third of the bleed-
ing surface, brings up the other portion on
the right side, places it in exact corres-
ponding apposition, and pushes the needle
through it from within outivards in the in-
verse direction. This first needle passes
through the tissue with a slight curve, its
concavity inferiorly; the object of which
is to cause the inferior angles to project a
little, and efface as mach as possible the
-notch which the reunion leaves on the free
edge of the lip, which is rendered more
perceptible still by the consecutive retrac-
tion of the cicatrix.*

The first needle being placed, and fixed
by a loop of thread, the rest of the division
must be brought exactly together with the
fingers of the left hand, and a second
needIe passed through both edges at once
at an equal distance fron the first, and
the superior angle of the wound. The rest
of the operation is performed according to
the general rules for this kind of suture.
The whole must be covered with a bit of
ilnt and sticking plaster, and a bandage
which keeps the cheeks forwards, and pre-
vents any muscular strain that might tear
the tissuescomprised in the points of suture.
The patient is then placed in bed, with his
head elevated ; he should, not for the first
few days be allowed to speak or move his
jaws; a fit of sneezing or laughing will
sometimes tear the suture. He should
only have fluid diet: after three or four

* M. Malgaigne now adopts a very simple
proceeding to prevent the formation of this
notch. Insfead of refreshing the edges from
below upwards, lie ineisc them from. above
downwards, leaving the detachied slip adher-
ing by a small slip below; le thon unitcs the
wound, and bringg th . tw'o little sirips above
the inferior angle of each'edge of ihe lip, he
cuts and trims them to fillîip the ilpression.
,:This is Lhe netlnd we have practised for

some. yèars, and find it-.far'supernor to the
older plans.-Reo, .. , , ' , :

days, if all goes well, you may remove
first the lower needle, thenext day the
upper. The thread adherent to the skin
should be left a few days longer; about
the ninth or tenth day the cure is usually
complete.

A number of modifications of this ope-
ration have been proposed. We shall say
nothing of refreshing the edges by means
of a blster; but the bistoury has had more
partisans. It is necessary, in order to use
it securely, to place a bit of vood or solid
cardboard under the lip to cut on, and for
this the frenum -must be previously di-
vided. But the scissors with more facility
and promptitude give a neater section.-
The scissors of Dubors have been gene-
rally adopted in France.

There is only one proceeding in which
the Bistoury is indispensable ; it is when
you wish to give a slightly concave form
to the edges, so that when reunion has
taken place, there remains projection at
the inferior part that imitates the natirai
prominence better than the ordinary me-
thod. This modification lias not been very
successful, but perhaps ought not to be al-
together rejected*

The modes of reunion bave greatly va-
ried. Bandage, sticking-plasters, inteï-
rupted quilled sutures, &c., arc niow-a-
days generally replaced hy the twisted
suiure; only I agree with those surgeons
who, instead of two needles, use three.-
The first should tlien be placed a little
lower, even in the rosy part of the free
edge of the lip. I should add also that
the bands of sticking-plaster, after the
manner of Rigal, seem to me to be of great
assistance to the success of the operation.
After the incision, in vhatever ivay it may
have beene performed, the refresled sur-
faces present some inequalities which are
caused by the diffierent degrees of retrac-
tion of the tissues of the lip. WVe should
be aware of this fact, and not try to heal
the wound by a fresh and useless section.

* This modification of the operation is
claimed by two London surgeons, neiither of
whom Feems aware that it has been mentined
already by Malgaigne. > Mr. Skey, in page 407
of his Operative Surgery, gives a diagram re-
presenting the lines or incision ; whilst his
colleague at St. Bariholomew's, Mr. lovd,
gives a clinical lecture also claiming ile ope.
ration as his own. 'IL. is' clear that neither
órgiriated the practice, whist thîey are 1 oth
open to censure for'neglecting to consult our
authior's treatise before placing' their sugges.
tions before tbe profession.-Rev.
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Proceeding of M41ayor.-Mf. Mayor ap-
plies in Hare-lip *a new kind of suture,
called by the mattrass-makers the quilt
stitch, "le point piqué."

In this process the sutures pass through i
two little pellets of Iint, about the size of
a pea, and are tied over these ; they, acting
as the compressing agents in bringing toge-
ther the lips of the wound, just as the
upper and under parts of a carriage
cushion or nattrass are brought close to
one another by the sutures that are passed
through the buttons on the upper side of
the cushion.

Appreciation.-The ordinary method
perfectly accomplishes its end, so that
there is litie hope or fear that the method
of Mayor will replace if. It is, in fact,
nothing more than lithe quilled suture in a
new form nicely modified, and appilied in
an operation for which it lias been hitherto
rejected. If will be reconiized, especially
in the second proceeiing indicated by M.
Mayor; and in each it appears with ail its
advantages, but also with its well-knoivin
inconvenience of causiig the wound to
gape at ils external surface. The author's
cmparison of it with tle C point piqu;é"
of the mattrass-makers falls inasmuch as
the "point piqui" serves tßmite surfaces
pierced and traversed perpendicularly,
whilst in hair-lip it is cnployed to unite
su; faces it does not traverse. The same
hoids good viti regard to flie bolts and
rivets of locksmiths, also brought forvard
by M. Mayor. In all these cases, lhe
intermediate band between the two heads
or pellets describe a straiglit ine ; but in
hair-lip 1M. iMayor causes it to describe a
curved line ; no comparison can be esta-
blisied.

2. Of Double Ilare-p1).-Your mode
of action depends in a great meàsure on
the size of the tubercle. If if is ñiarrow
and projects but sligltly, it may be excised
ivithout inconvenience ; if of considerable
size, its preservation is indispens able. Its
borders must lie refreshed along tvith those
of thé lateral fissures; so that if it de-
scerids to the free edge of the'lip, Vou
h'ave two V reversed incisions representing
an' M. The 'needles are then placed as
usual. bringing ;ierfectly in a1position the
lýàeraI 'edgcs witi those of thé niddle
flap, and traversing all three together. In
this 'inaner two paraliel linear wounds
aie obtainéd' or a Y shaped wound, main-

tained by one range ôf needles; but f the
parallel wounds, or even the branches' of
the Y, are foo far apart, you can apply to
Pacli separate points of twisted suture
(Gensoul.)

3 Complicated Hiare-lip.- Some diffe-
rences in the deformity should doubtless
influence the operation, for instance, pro-
minent teeth should be extracted; and the
proje'ction of the osseous tubercle in diffe-
rent directions also demands diffe-ent
imeans of reduction, when it is deemed fit

'to preserve it; but in general all of those
proceedings may be reduced to three,
which we shall describe. Uldproceeding,
with strong scissors, or resection forceps,
ail the projecting part of the osseous tu-
bercle is removed; then, either iimme-
diately, or after soine days, the operation
is proceeaed with as for simple hare-ip.
This proceeding leaves -a more or less
considerable gap in the anterior part of the
jaw;and deprives the patient of his inci-
sor teeth. After some months another
idefornity, described by DesauIt, comes on.
The maxillary bones approximate, and
finish, by obliterating the cleft in the roof
of the palate ; hut the diamreter, of the
upper jaw diminished by the breadth -of
the osseous tubercle, no longer corresponds
to that of the lower and the encasement
(l'emboitement) of the upper in the lower
jaw, which is seen in old people par-
ticularly, and is so inconvenient for mas-
tication, foliows. The consideration of
this inconvenience, and the facility of the
approximation of fliese bones, led Desault
to the following proceeding

Proceeding ofDesaalt.--He commenced
by applying on the projecting portion a
simple bandage, dravn tightly backwards,
and fixed on cach side. The compression
exercised by this band, wvas continued until
the parts werc quite level; eighteèn days
sufficed in one case; then lié proceeded
as usual, to flic reunion of the soft parts;
more powerful means may be applied, a
sprn bandage, &c. In a child of thirteen,
where the osseons tubercle presented ifs
alveolar border forwards, Gensoul séized it
with-strong forceps; as if to breakit and
brouglit-it~by force to the perpendicular.

This bold experiment perfectly shcdeed-
cd. But this procceding has another very
serious inconvenience, vhen' the làbial
tubercle is inserted very.near the poiùt öf
thè nose, its retinion to fthe 1ateral partè
draws up the upper lip, and lëaves exposed
the teeth and guis'; on the ti"hand
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the nose drawn downwards, flattened and
squashed like a calf's muzzle (Dupuytren),
constitutes a deformity no less than the
preceding; vhence the idea of mak'ing
the labial tubercle, serve to form the
columna of the nose, renuitingimmediately
the lateral portions of the lip.

Proceeding of Dupuytren.-The patient
placed as usual, the operator divides with
a knife the fold of mucous membrane, that
binds the labial to the osseous tubercle,
and, with a sharp-cutting forceps, cuts off
ail that portion of the latter above the
level of the maxillary bones. This first
step finished, with a well pointed bistoury,
he refreshes the lateral edges of the cuta-
neous tubercle, then its inferior bordei ;
lastly, with sharp scissors, he removes the
vertical borders of each lateral portion of
the fissure.

These two lateral portions are then
brought together, and immediately united
by two needles, placed as usual. Then
the median tuhercle, raw on ail sides ex-
cept in front, is folded and applied on the
osseous septum of the nostrils. A third
needle is put in, compressing at the same
time the upper end, of each portion of the
lip, and the free end of the folded tuher-
cie.

Two points of interrupted suture suffice
to unite the angles of the tubercle to the
lateral portions of the lip. Ail these sutures
are maintained by strapping, and a bandage
pressing on the end of the nosi, to prevent
a straining of the flap ; a notch cut out of
each turn of the bandare embraces the
end of the nose, and hinders the bandage
from slipping; we have seen this operation
crowned with success. The columna
being too wide, Dupuytren narrowed it by
removing a little band on each side with
a forceps and scalpel. Gensoul,in a similar
case, made the loss of substance of the
middle of the columna. The lip is less
narrowed than one would have expected;
but notwithstanding the precautions taken
to restore to its free edge the median pro-
jection, it is replaced by a markèd notch,
or retiring angle.

Appreciation.-The old proceeding in-
cludes ail the inconveniences, and should
be absolutely rejected; but each of the
others has its deficiency also, and neither
in our opinion, should be constituted the
general and rational method. We con-
ceive that it is indispensable to combine
their advantages, viz., first to level the
osseous tubercle by compression, and after-

wards use the labial tubercle in the way
Dupuytren did. If the teeth are mal-
placed, they may also be drawn to a
better position by compression; if they
are of the first set, they may be extract-
ed without inconvenience to facilitate
the operation; but when they are of the
second, we should decide on their removal
only when necessity of this sacrifice is
absolutely demonstrated, as it not only
leaves a deformity, but is a great loss in
mastication."

We make no apology for the length of
the foregoing extract, as it affords a good
specimen of Mons. Malgaigne's method of
treating his subject. Throughout the
whole work evidence is furnished of the
great care, and research bestowed by the
author upon bis treatise ; and the impartial
manner in which he compares plans of
treatment widely differing from one ano-
ther, is worthy of the highest praise, and
deserves more general imitation. In con-
clusion, we strongly recommend Mal-
gaignes, Operative Surgery to every
practitioner, who is anxious to become
familiar with the present state of the
science amongst our continental brethren.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

On the Oxidation of Annonia in the
Human Body ; with some Remarks on
Nitrficalion. By HENRY BENcE JoNEs,
M. D. F. R. S., &c.-It is shown in this
paper, that when ammoniacal salts are
taken into the body, nitric acid is excret-
ed by the urine, although no tiace of that
substance could previously be detected in
it. The author was then led to. investi:-
gate other cases of combustion, in which
ammonia is present, and came to the con-
clusion, that nitric acid is formed out of
the body as well as in it ; and he further
ascertained, that even the nitrogen of the
atmosphere is not indifferent in ordinary
cases of combustion, but that it gives rise
to minute quantities of nitric acid. He
found that a mixture of starch with aà drop
or two of hydriodate of potash and hydro-
'chloric acid was a more delicate test of
the presence of nitric acid than either the
indigo test or the protosulphate of iron
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test ; and that he was able to detect, by became satisfied that acetate of lead and.
its means, as little as 1 grain of nitre in opium would prove the most efficient
10 oz. of urine, which neither of the other remedy ; and as none of his previoi medi-
tests would indicate.--Proceedings of the cal advisers had prescribed this combina-
Royal Society. tion, I determined to give it a trial. I

- believe I had never before prescribed the
acetate of lead, but I relied, very naturally,

Case of Colica Pictonum,from the me- on the assurances, everywhere to be met
dical employment of Acetate of Lead.- with in the books, that the use of the drug
Wih remarks. By L. S. JomYNs, M. D., is free from risk, provided a perfectly pure
of Accomack. Thle following case is article be employed, and acetic acid in
communicated, with the hope that it may some form be prescribed in- conjunction
prove a useful caution to some of the with it.
younger members of the profession, who i accordingly selected the most perfect
may be inclined, from over-confidence in crystals of the acetate ; added more than
the assurances of many of our standard enough of distilled vinegar to neutralize
authors, to make too free a use of the any of the carbonate which might be pre-
potent drug above mentioned. It cannot sent as an impurity; then adding the
be doubted that young practitioners in opium, I made the mass into pills. I also
general are too prone to adopt heroic directed the patient, immediately . after
methods of practice, and to esteem bold- taking each pill, to swallow a teaspoonful
ness and decision the chief qualities of a of vinegar. The precise formula which.I
successful physician. Of all the rich employed I am unable now to state, but
fruits which experience brings with it, nct my recollection is distinct, that the entire
the least valuable, certainly, is caution in quantity taken was 30 grains, in the course
the employment of active remedial agents of about four days. The medicine proved
-all of which, without exception, are most efficient in the relief ofthe diarrhboa,
potent for evil as well as for good. the dischargesbeing arrested more prompt-

It bas often appeared to me, that one of ly than by any other remedy, and without
the most valuable contributions that could any immediate ilI effects. The patient
be made to the science of medicine, would and myself were both congratulating our-
be a faithful record of the real experience selves upon the favorable result, when one
of the profession in the use of the class of day, perhaps a week after he discontinued
remedies just referred to-setting forth the pills, he complained to me of a pain in
the deleterious effects which may be the epigastrium, radiating to the spine.
caused by antimony, opium, mercury, As the patient was then apparently regain-
lead, &c., as prominently as the good they ing his health, and in good spirits, I paid
are capable of accomplishing. Such. a litile attention to this complainti supposing
record would furnish the most useful les- it to be a momentary gastralgic affection,
son of caution in practice that could be occasioned by some imprudence in diet.
given. A desire to contribute to this use- Not long after, I learned that lie'-was
ful kind of information has influenced me laboring under a severe attack of colic,
in furnishing the following case for publi- and I was called on by Dr. Young of this
cation-in regard to which, I must admit place, bis ordinary medical attendant, who
that the length of time which bas elapsed came on purpose to ascertain the' cmpo-
since its occurrence renders my history of sition of the pills which the patient had
it less complete than is desirable, inas- been taking. The peculiar character of
much as I made no record of it at the the colic with which he was at Ihat time
time, and am compelled to rely chiefly on suffering, so strongly resembled those of
memory for the details. colica pictonum, that Dr. Young had beeri

On the 15th of October'1843, Mr. J. J. led to enquire of him whether he had
B., merchant, aged 25, consulted me on taken any medicine recently for diarrhea.
account of a chronic diarrhoea, which had There could indeed he little doubt,'froin
troubléd him from time to time forseveral the account given me of the symptoms,
years, and which had always been obsti- and the subsequent progress of the case,
nate and intractable. He bad been treated that the attack was. one of saturnine colic,
by ,different physicians; who had pre- of more than ordinary severity.
scribed a, great variety of reme.dies, nearly This attack commenced on the 3d of
all of which seemed of little efficacy. November, about a fortnight after the
Afterlistening to the details of bis case, I patient b4d taken the last pill, -and con-
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tinued, with o~casional slight- rémissions,
for eight days, béfore àng decided relief
was obtaiiièd. The treatment consisted
princilally of free and oft-repeated doses
of calomel and opiùm, purgatives by the
mouth', enemata 'and blistering. -A very
largeequantity both of opium and- calomel
wasadministered, and every other means
eminployed which an 'experienced physician
could devise, but there was no permanent
relief to pain, and no decided action of the
bowels, until the eighth day, when the
mouth became affected by the mercury.
The patient then slowly recovered, but lie
remained for some time in a'very reduced
and debilitated condition. It would have
been soie compensation for ail this suffer-
ing, if he had been permanently cured of
his diarrhea ; but no such fortunate resuit
ensued. The attacks continue to recur
from time to time, antare as obstinate as
ever.

If any should be disposed ta doubt
vhether the abcve was truly a case oflead

colic, in view of the long interval which
elapsed between the employment of the
remedy and the manifestation of the symp-
toms, I would remarIkthat this is entirely
in accordance with'the oft-observed facts
in regard to the poisonous operation of lead
-slowness of action being the general

Tlis is the only case I have everniet
with in my,own practice, of any serious
result following the exhibiion of the
acétate of lead ; indeed, I rarely trifle with
the drug now-a-days. (" Chat echaude
èraint l'eau j-oide.") But I know ofithree
othor cases of the same kind, whicl have
o ccurred in this neighborhood. It is fair
to add, however, that in at least two of
then the remedy was freely used. There
is no- Iack of recorded instances of the
sort;' but so far as I am informed, cases
are very rare, in which colic is produced
by so small a quantity of the. acetate as
was administered in the case whih I have
just .related. One such is mentioned by
,Dr. Burton, in a paper of whic'l* extracts
are given in ¯ Braithwaite's Retrospet,
No. p2,. o6; here the patient took fifteen
grains in five 'days, and experienced se-
'vere colic. And Prof. Trousseau,.in ,his
work oni Therapeutics, quotes a case in
whjch.the patient took six grains of. the
neutral acetate of lead daily for'three suc-
cessive days ; the 'foiirth, day, 'a most
violent saturnine 'colic' .siperveiâed;'.,jith
jaundiîeë constipation, reträcfion';of the
belly, etc., c vhich only yielded o' the

cc treatment of La Charité," energetically
employed. • The most riemarkable case, of
ail is given by Deverg'ie, in his Med.
Legale :-A student of medicine consulted
Professor Fouquier, who prescribed. for
him some pills containing each one gràin
of acetate of lead, of which he was direct-
ed to take one every day. ,Thefirstpill
produced slight colic, the second, acted
more severely, and -the third occasioned
such violent symptoms that some mistake,
of the apothecary was suspected. ,The.
pills were analysed hy Devergie,but were
found -to contain nothing- but acetate-of
lead.

It may be urged, and -with trurth,ý that
such cases are exceptional, and that they
may be explained by the existence of idio-
syncrasie5 ii the subjects of them, such as
are known ta exist with respect to mer-
cury, opium and other remedies. But
allowing this to be true, it must also be
admiltted that a prudent physician is bound
ta regard such idiosyncrasies in his prac-
tice. .Thé knowledge of their occasional
existence should be a warning against the
use of hazardous remedies, 'except under
circumstances imperatively » calling« for
theiremployment.

A circumstance which has doubtless
ccrtributed in no small degree to .extend
the employment of-the acetate of lead as.a
medicine, and to set the minds of physi-
cians at rest in regard to any risk attend-
ing it, is the opinion so confidently .ex,
pressed by Dr. A. T. Thomson, that the
carbonate is the only poisonous prepara-
lion of lcad, and that the acetate cati oniy
become so in consequence of 1its decompo-
sition by the free carbonic acid extricated
in the alimentary canal. Hence his pre-
cept to direct a draught of vinegar ta be
taken with each dose of the acetate, in
order to prevent such decomposition, as
welLas (r presume) to re-saturate with
acetic acid any portion of the carbonate
with which the crystals of the acetate may
be contaminated.

It requires but little examination of .the
facts to conviné ustliàt' this idea is'en-
tire ly' opposed to. the well 'known general
laws, of thé action of minéral , poisonis.
Ceteris.paribus, tlese poisons are aètive
in the direct ratio of their ~solubility fäând
on.this'general fact is based thetheory"'of
antidotès., Ve give' antidofes vith the
view of conter(ing' a' solnbe'preparaton
of àijfitalintoa ,ôiïble"one:.Wotild
it not' ba-sinular exceptio tu ù'geihl
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rale', if the acetate, one of the most soluble .This resuit of Mitscherliýh's researches
forins of lead, should be entirely innocuous, is precisely what .a onsidrati . f^thè
and the carbonate, one of the leastsoluble, genferal laws of toxicology wobufd lè'd us
aloneendowed ,ivitl poisonous pròpefties ? to expect. Let 'physicians, the-efore,
It is true, that small doses of the carbonate take care how they rely on vinegar, or
would be.rendered soluble by the aci.ds of dilute' aetic-acid; as a' safeguard against
the gastric juice, being converted by thein the poisonous effects àf the acetate of leàd.
into the chloride and the acetate, (assum- -Stehoscope.
ing, in accordance with ' the general

opinion of chemists, that the hydrochloric
or ac'etic acid, or both, exist in the secre- SURGERY.
tion of the stomach.) What then will
become of the acetic, when swallowed?
If it ieets. with acetaté acid ·in the sio- .
rmachi it will remain acetate still; if with On' Treatnènt of Pàraphyntosis' in
hydrochliorie acid, it will be converted, Children. By Dr. RA.-SinCe 1848'-six
like the carbonate, into the chloride of cases of this aflection have .co'me, under
lead. The two substances, therefore, when Dr. Rau's notice, the paraphymosi having
they begin to act on the systemi and are existed from twelve to twenty-four,. and
absorbed into the bloodi will be in preclisely in one instance foi thirty-six hours, -so-that
the same chemicalstate. Considering the very considerable tumefaction and inflm-
acid nature of the gastric secretion, and its mation of the glans and. prepuce were
probable action on ail chemical compounds present. Attempts at reduction.by Wal-
capable of being affected by its ingredients, thers' and other methods proved frihitless ;
is not Dr. Thuomson's idea of the conver- but this was easily accomplished.afte~r the
sion of acetate of lead into carbonate, by application, for from twelve to twenty-
the free carbonic acid in the alimentary four hours, of the following ointment:-
canal, evidently a fallacious one ? And Ung. Hyd. Ciner., i;- Ext. Conii vél
is not therefore his einployment of distilled Belladon., 3j ad 3ij. In the case which
vinegar in conjunction with the acetate, had continued for thirty-six- hours< Aq.
an illùsory protection against the dangers saturni %yas also, on account of.the exco-
of lead poisoning? riations, applied for thirty-six houise after

Bt' wvith0ut further afgumeit on the which the reduction was easily effected.
chemistry-of the question, it is' suflicient -- Casper's WVochenscrift, 1851, No. 21.
to state. that Dr. Thomýson's' theory is in . --
opposition t the concurrent testimony of On:the Abortive Treatment of üonorr-the best toieologcaI attihoriies of the ha3a by Chloroform. ByIM. VENOT.-M.day, ameng wý'ihom I- may cite Orfila, Ap-day, aog whrtIsmadciteOri A Venot of Bordeaux, states, as the' result
john, 'Taglor Chriýtisoni- «and Devergie. -of a twelvemonthl s experience, ihat in-The latter writer, whose authoiity is a-tions eof hs exeien ha insècnd to rone: distinctly statés that.the jections of Nloroform, of little
poisondùs activitv-ofthe compouiids oflfedd avail in cenfirmed gono.rrbæa, are posses-
isiii direct proportion to theii solubility. sed of a complète abortive eflicacy, i em
Christison and Taylor botl-conclùsiv'ely, proyed dnng the first week-Bdll de
it seems to' me) combat the uopinion of Therap. tom. xl, p 184.
Thomson. I will.quote a few vords from
the:last menitioned of those authors, béar-
i~ng directly "upon .the practical point at A Case òf Puncturc- of uth Stomach,
issu.e:'"So.far. as observations on man with'Protrusin for six hours (Réported
haVe yeiextended,;the.c arbonate hasno by Chas. Wr. Ashby, fr D., of Culpepér
nióre, action than tLie ,common acetate. c. i.)-A uiegro boy, 6 years' ol th&pro..
Dr.' C. G. Mitscherlich has jately proved pety of Mr.- R. B., fell mpon -a pair of
that the acetate is a poisonous salt, and sheep -shàrs, W hich he'hàd'in Iiis-'händ'
that when mixed with- acetic acid itis whilstrunningdowna hill Theinst-
more-.energetic than when given..in the ment penetrated the stomach- obliquèly
neutral state.-. This fact clearly-shews from abovérjust grazing the:1eft'ide of
that the 'poisonous -effects cannot solely the sternum an*d edge of the-ribs; rakin'g
depend-on the.assumed conversion of.the a fla'plike orifice in the integumnits.,'
salt to the state of carbonate.". (Taylor's .1 wäs, cálled .ii consultation by ' S
Med. Jurisp., 2d ed., p. 169.) .riend, Dr_ P. C. Slaughter, anhd fô'lnd
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néearly the whole stomach protruded, anc
discharging its contents through an aper
ture about three-quarters of an inch ir
lengthï-

Awe.re of the controversy which bas
long existed among able surgeons, or
either side, as to the propriety of stitching
the stomach or bowels, the everted edges
and gaping appearance of the wound in
the stomach made it necessary, I thought,
that a stitch should be taken. To avoid
irritation, as much as possible, vith the
finest needie and silk I ventured to take a
single stitch through the middle of the
wound.

Before I saw the case, Dr. S. had made
some efforts to restore the organ to its na-
tural position, but it did not occur to me
at the time that I should have any serious
difficulty in replacing it, at least after en-
larging the orifice a litt!e. But such was
the unruly nature of the boy-his violent
screaming and resistance, the nausea and
vomiting which constantly attended the
handling of the stomach-that notwiti-
standing I enlarged the orifice several
times to a considerable extent, our best
efforts not only failed to restore the organ,
but it seemed to protrude the more.

At this juncture, fearing the irritation
resulting from further efforts, I suggested
the use of chloroform, notwithstanding the
necessary delay of having to send several
miles for it. Whilst under its influence,
I found it necessary again to enlarge thé
aperture slightly, and then had no farther
difficulty, although the boy vomited as
freely as before from handling the organ.

The wound of the integument was ratier
ragged in its appearance, and of course a
little bruised by .our efforts.

The wound of the stomach was brought
directly opposite the tegumentary wound,
and gently retained within its verge. A
single stitch, patent lint, with cold water
and a bandage completed -the dressing.
. The patient was placed on bis side, ab-
solute rest enjoined, and soon afterwards a
large dose of opium was administered.

From the time of the accident until the
completion of the dressing six hours inter-
.vened, and yet the boy retained his
strength most -remarkably.

Under the influence of the opium our
patient rested well the first night.

2d day.-This, morning the pulse is a
little sexcited, and face flusbed-vs. to
make a decided impression ; and this was
repeated twice during the day, and opium

d after each bleeding-absolute diet enjoiried
- -but the boy desires no food.

3d. The wound had a healthy appear-
ance, but tenderness of the abdomen and
tympanitis greatly increased our' fears as
to the resuit. The pulse feeble and quick
-- the bovels not moved since the accident.

Turpentine enema and a succession of
blisters were ordered, and after the bowels
were moved the opium was resumed.

An inflamed eye instinctively excludes
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4th. Our patient evidently improved,
tympanitis and tenderness diminished,
pulse more quiet, countenance and general
aspect of things more encouraging-takes
a little hot water tea this morning, for the
first time-gum water and opium con-
tinued.

5th. The wound not healed by the first
intention-has a dark spot immediately
over the wound of the stomach, and is dis-
charging a very offensive sanious matter.
A soft poultice, and the same prescription
continued.

6th. The ligature came out this' morn-
ing. The same prescription continued.
From this date the boy gradually recovered,
without any particular change in the treat-
ment.

Remarks.-st. It bas occurred to me,
that possibly it would have been better for
me to have restored the stomach, at least
partially, hefore the stitch was taken, as I
ran the risk of breaking out the ligatiure
by the subsequent efforts at reduction;
and I am sure that the accumulation of
gas, though some escaped with an audible
sound several times, did not increase the
difficulty.

2d. This case was admirably adapted to
the use of chloroform, and illustrates most
happily its incalculable value, when used
with discrimination.

3d. As your journal is eminently prac-
tical in its character, for the benefit of the
younger members of the profession, it may
not be amiss to allude briefly to what I
conceive to be a most important principle
in our profession, viz :,that an inflamed or
diseased organ must have rest. In this
case, the stomach, instinctively-sensible of
its wounded and disabled condition, re-
fused most emphatically, for four days, to
receive-any nourishment-not even- gum
water-and but very littie of anything for
about ten days, notwithstanding the en-
treaties of master and friends, contrary to
our orders.
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the light from itself, so that the physician men acid, reaction more fréquently mani-
who interrogates nature intelligently, at fests itself. This may in some measure
once gets the idea of confining his patient depend upon the greater concentration of
to'a dark roon, and thus putting the or- the urine in pregnancy, -and. the larger
gan entirely to rest. When the lungs are proportion of mucus mixed as. a conse-
inflamed the patient breathes as much as quence of the changes inducedin the con-
possible by the abdominal muscles, and dition of the mucous membrane of -the
lymph is thrown out, gluing the organ to bladder by the passive hyperSmia of that
the side, doubtless to prevent motion and organ during pregnancy. Persons par-
friction as much as possible. 'The sa;ne takingeof a more nitrogenous diet than did
thing is true of iniflamed bowels ; and the poor pregnant women whose urine was
because some constipation, the resuit of examined, might furnish different results
this principle, exists, I have known great in this respect.-Zeitsch. fur Geburt., vol.
error-and [ may say even death-to re- xxx, pp. 257-278.
suit from goading and stimulating the
organ with drastic purgatives.

This principle of rest is susceptible of Examples of Large Infants.-Dr. Sie-
very extensive application in practice ; and bold, in a recent paper in the Zeitschrift
any inflammation can be cured, i believe, fur Geburtsk, (vol. xxix, p. '178), ob-
to which it can be applied. serves,' that when new-born infants are

The immortal Physic, always true to not actually weighel, the most -ridiculous'
the laws of nature, recognized this prin- exaggerations prevail in respect to the es-
ciple in the treatmentof coxalgia and other tima'es of the weight of the larger cnes.
diseases of the joints. In conformity to Since 1825, he has had ail the children
this important law of the animal economy, weighed at the Berlin, Marburg, and Gôt-
in the above case, we gave opium freely, tingen Institutions, with whici he has
to prevent nervous and vascular reaction ; been successively connected, and the hea-
and by thus aiding in keeping the wounded viest ha has met with only reached 11%
organ in a profound state of repose, it con- lbs., notvithstanding we peruse fabulous
tributed, it is believed, no little to the statements of 20 lbs. being attained.
favorable result.:-Sdhoscope. That such statements, bowever, are

_____________________ -_______nôit alvays fabulous, is sean from (ha fact

MIDWIFERY. of a racant instance recorded i ha Ame-rican Journal by Dr. Johnston', in- which
the child weighad exactly 9.0 lbs., and

On Keistein. By Dr. VErr.-In con- tha placenta 3 lhs. [(s langth was 251
sequence of the discrepancy- of opinion inches, (ha breadth cf tha shoulders 84,
which prevails among observers as to the an c
value to be attached to the appearance of mental diamater was 6k inches; (ha ccci-
the urine termed Kiestein, as diagnostic pito-frontal5" andthebiparia(a4-incbes.
of pregnancy, Dr. Veit has, during a year The labor was accomplished in eight
and a half, been conducting a series of heurs; but, owing (e the great delay
experiments at the Halle Lying-in Insti- which the passage of tha shoulders and
tution. He bas examined for this purpose hips entailad, the child wassill-born.m
the urine of 10 men, of 4 non-pregnant In another case racanty observed. by
females, and of 48 women in various stages M. Depaul, (ha child which,-was bora
of pregnancy.' le comes te (ha same dea with (ha apidermis de(athed, after

conîtiionas lôfe (2heie ndMckrs-version, weighed 6ý kilograrnîmes, <nearlyConclusion as H ölle (Chemie und Mickr-os-
kop am Kramkenbette) and, recently, 14ù lbs.), and measured 62 cantimetres
Lehmann, viz., that the so-called pellicle (about 21 inches) in place cf frei 45 te
of Kiestein is no peculiar matter at all, frem bead tu foot. -Amer. Journ. Med.
and is not of the slightest value as a sign
of pregnancy. In urine of both non- 1851, No. 22.
pregnant and pregnant women, pellicles
are formed containing vibriones, and fre-
quently the triple phosphate ; the chief Rpmar7able 'case cf Suppression of the
difference between the respective urines Menses.-By M. L. BYRN, M. P., New
being, that in that of pregnant women, York.-Margarat D-, agad40, appléd
aikaline, and in that cf non-pragnant wo- me for advice, and oninquiry t ascer-
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tained the following facts:-Until the.age MATERIA MEDICA.
of -22, she was in good health, ând of
irnedium size-weighing 128 pounds. At
that'age, & young man into whose coin- On Médicinal Cigais.' By'Dr. LANDER-
pany sho was oftén thrown, became the ER.-The employnesit of variàus orgaiic
object of her tenderest affections-she lo:- and inorganic substances of a volatilisable
ed-him with ail the devotedness of woman; nature in the cigar form, has frequently
they wereengaged to be married, but bèen resorted to. . In this way stramonium,
from some cause they were. disappointed cicuta, Raspail's camphoi, and corrosive
in its consumnmation, and lie left the coun- sublimate, have been used by meaisi of
try. She never again heard of him, and tobacco deprived of its nicotin. . The grEat
the consequence was, a severe shock to efdicacy of this last substance in ulcerated
.the nervous system. This happened near syphilitic throat, in Dr. Landerer's hands,
the period for thie regular recurrence of has'rendered him very desirousof extend-
ber menses, and such was the effèct df the ing this forin of medication. Ile prepared
disappointment on her system, that men- cigars, therefore, by moistaining tobacco
struation did not take place at-the accus- freed traim hicotin with tinct. of iodine, a
tomed period. 'Another month passed, and solution of iodide of mercury in sulphuric
still it had not appeared; two, three and iethèr, or a solution of iodide of potas-
four months, and the same condition siurm. 'Ie found these cigars of great
existed; ail medicine iaving no effect utility in syphilitie ulceration of the throat
whatever on her. and in ozamna. So, too, hy moistening the
. About the fourth month she observed tobacco with an ethereal solution of hyos-
that she vas becoming " lleshy," as she cyamin, he has relieved most obstinate
termed it.' Six months passed, and she spasmodic cough without inducing any
abandoned taking any more' medicinc, narcotism. Among other substances tried,
feeling no inconvenience whatever from he' fouînd a solution of creasote in spirit of
her situation. At the expiration oftwelve wine and ýether, a very useful form in
months her health remained undisturbed, scorbutic ulceiation of the gums. Cigars
and~she had during the whole time gainîedi moistened with tinci. moschi relieved hy-
in flesh ; the menses, thoigh, lad not sterical and spasiodic coughs; and a case
returned. Ten years elapsed, lier health of severe hysterical paroxysis, occurring
.reinaining unimpaired-slowly gaining in an irritable subject, was advantageously
-flesh ait the timne, and the nienses still treated by the alcoholic solution of the
absent. Thus shë. continued until ihe last acetate of morphia. Cigars formedof this
two years when she was seized vith substance are also very useful in the tooth-
asthmatic symptoms; these symitomns grew ache. Arsenical cigars, formed by steep-
worse continually. Many remedies have ing the tobacco in Foutler's solution, have
-been employed for their relief, but most of also been employed; and' Dr. Landerer
them have been without effect. , Sle believés that this form of medication inighit
abandoned trying anything for more than be extended to a great variety of sub-
three months, resigning herself to lier fate ; stanccs.---Bzuchner's Repert., B; vi, p.
but about this time she began to feel mucli 347.
'better. Before long she was not nmuhi i
troubled with.the difficulty of breathing;
but avery troublesome cough sooi attacked On Ferruginous Preparaions. By M.
her, and which lias continued until .se MARTENs.--The following are, the con-
-applied to me for advice. She is,indeed, clusions.of-an Essay recently read by M.flot only an object of pity, but an object.of Martens at the 3elgian' Academy ofM-
wonder.. , She bas not menstruated for dicine. : 1. ''hat as a general rule theeighteen years,--has nev'r married.-- lactate of iron is the lest.,preparation.
never loved again-nevereat much,-and This conclusion, founded,on the chelmical
yet strànge to say, she weigls-near ilhree fact of the conversion-of the,other prepa:-
hundred pounds. Ler neckl is scarcely rations of iron into lactates in the stomacb,
discernible, from the amounît of fat pusiing vas-lisputed as regards its therapeutical
down her face, and pushing up lier shoul-i truth, ly'M. Lombard and othermrnembers,
dérs. Her trouble now is a,sort of smotler- who deied that- the lactate possessed any
edcough, whichis ruch worse at gt ; superiority. .2.'It may -be advantâgeous-
there is also clty aça- Lly replaced. hy, the carbonate given -in
motiom-Norern Lancet. water, or in pills'made swith honey, so that
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superoxidation may be prevented. 3. All
ferruginous pills in which the metal is
liable to superoxidation should be rejected,
because they soon become indurated, so
as to be soluble neither in water norin the
juices of the stomach. 4. Insoluble fer-
ruginous preparations ought always to be
administered at meal-time, in order that
they may become dissolved in the acid
juices then existing in the stomacli. 5.
Those preparations should be chosen which
cannot be precipitated, or rather rende.red
quite insoluble by the alkaline juices of
the duodenum, especially during intesti-
nal digestion. 6. The most active are
those which having penetrated into the
blood in their liquid state, are there most
easily assimilated with the hSmatosine, soe
as to form with it the red coloring matter
of the blood. 7. In -the treatment of
chlorosis or anomia, it does not suflice to
prescribe preparations of iron, but their
assimilation should be aided by residence
in the country, or in localities well expos-
ed to the sun's rays. S. The regimen in
chlorosis, should, as far as possible, be
composed of succulent and dark colored

-meats, and not of white alimentarv sub-
stances, in whiclh the oxide of iron is
usually defective. 9. Slight or recent
chiorosis may be generally cured by ani-
mal regimen alone, in combination with
exercise in the open air, and insolation.
10. The habitual use of meat introduces
into the economy .sufficiency of iron for
the formation of the red globules, and may
give rise even to their excessive forma-
tion. 11. On the other hand, the exclu-
sive use of potatoes, white bread, vegeta- f
bles, and fatty substances, the ordinary
regimen of the working and poo-er classes,
pre-disp'oses to chlorosis or an anomic ai- i
teration of the blood, because such aliments
contain too little iron to concur.efficiently iin the formation of red globules. 12.
Wheaten breàd may be rendered-muchf
more restorative by adding, prior to pani- tfication, a little sulphate of iron, and it is
only thus that an alimentation entirely scapable of replacing meat can be furnish-
ed. 13. We may estimate approxima-
tively at a minimum of two grains the F
quantity of oxide of iron that is daily re-
quired for the restoration or renewal of the obood ; and for alimentation to suffice for tthe maintenance of health, it must contain Sthis quantity. .14. Ali persons who, in f
consequence of' a too slightly animalized f
regimen, or of.residihg in badig-lighted
localities, are disposéd to anomic vitiation

of the-blood, should employ such ferrugi-,
nous-bread.to favor the formationtof-red
globules. 15. Manganese ,only entering.
into the constitution of the blood-globul.es
in an infinitesimal quantity, does not ap-,
pear necessary for sanguification. - Com-
pounds of this substance cannot be, consi--
dered as antichlorotic medicines, like fer-.
ruginous preparations. At least , they- do
not concur directly in tlfe restoration of
the blood.-Gaz. Miéd., No. 48., 1850.-

Phosphate of Lime in Consuinption.-In
the first nu-nber of the New Orleans
" Monthly Medical Register," ive find an:
article bv Professor Stone on the virtuesof
" Phosphate of Lime in Scrofula, an~d other
depraved states of the System," which is
of some moment. It was suggested by an
essay in the London Lancet on the cg phy-
siology and pathology of the oxalate and'
phosphate of lime, and their relation tothe
formation of cells."

c The conciusions of the author,",says:
Professor Stone, "Gare based upon careful
chemical research and results from the use.
of the remedy. His researches sl'wthat
in man, as well as in vegetables and inNr-
ior animais, phosphate of lime, as well as
albumen and fat, is absol'itelyessential for,
the formation of cells, and lie considers
that many of the pathological states of the
system depend un a deficiency ,of this sait.
The affections in which it is advised, are
ulcerations dependent upon a general dys-,
crasia, and not a rhere local affection ; in-
fantile atrophy, in those suffering from
ickets, and consequent diarrhoea and tu-,
erculous diseases, particularly cf the lungs

n the early stages.'

Struck by this article, Prof. Stone tested
t, and he thus describes three , cases'in'
vhich its virtues were very obvious. - The
irst was that of a slave, who was admitted
e the Professor's Infirmary in July, with:

disease of the nose, the whole .systent
howing great progress in scrofulous decay.,
The usual remedies were unsuccessfullyap:
lied until August, when cod-liver oil was,
sed, but- the disorganization' of the sto-

mach was increased by it.t -The phosphate-
f lime .was then applied-eight grains»
hree times a day.- 'Its- good effects -were
oon apparent. It and the oil were there-:
ore administered together, and the patient .
vas soon restored to heaith. .

The second case is that cf a young lady,
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aged 24. Her disease was one of " un- lieves pain quicker, and can sooner be re-
mixed phthisis, which might have been peated.
expected to terminate in the course of a few I have frequently derived great benefimonths" fatally. The upper part of both fr eun tly di ed rmth bes
ber lungs was filled with tubercles, and in from keeping up a discharge from the chesi
some places was beginniig to soften. in chronie affections of the lungs, making
The case was evidently a bad one. The a sore the size of a quarter or eaf a doar
treatment of cod-liver oil was at first used, at a time, and opening a new sore as thE
but without marked improvement. The other heals.
phosphate of lime was then administered This solution is very simply prepared
with the oil, and the result, as in the case I commonly use the sulphuric ether of th
of the negro, was soon apparent. The shops ; but the stronger the ether, the mor
patient was rapidly getting well. efficient is the preparation. Hence thý

The third case was that of a child seven importance of obtaining a good articl
years of age, in which the phosphate of and in full strength.
lime was used with complete success.--N. 1 commonly put a quantity of pure io
Y. Med. Gaz. dine into a phial, and add suiphuric ethe

until dissolved; that is, the ether must b
perfectly saturated. To make the solu

Æthereal Solution of Iodine.-(T o the tion as strong as possible, 1 have added
Editor of the Boston Medical and Surgi- few grains of the iodide of putàssium,,whic
cal Journal.)-Sir.-I beg to offer to your furthers the capabilitv ofthe ether to tak
notice a preparation of iodine, which is as up moe of th io ie There a ared
yet unknown to the profession, except to a ent mode b y suhich thi eau be p e
few in this locality whose attention I have hs
directed to its efficiency as a counter-irri- veral readers. AIl of the% however, wi
tant. I have employed it in my practice tend ta the same result.
for upwards of ten years, and generally l some cases it nay be used at a reeu
with the most satisfactory results, in the ced strength, acording to the amount o
znost am those cases where the use of the counter-irritation or stimulation which il
incture is commonly indicated. It is ap- dividual cases may seem ti require.

plied in the saie way as the tincture, by i am yours truly, ROnERT TioDesoNd
ineans of a carnel-hair pencil rubbed over
the part, until it begins to produce a huis- Dovr N. H., June 27t 1851.
ing sensation in the parts; then caver it

tpith a pledget of wadding, so as to pro-
vent evaporation. For the first f gfteen Tannae of Alumina.-Mr. ioge
minutes the bumning sensation is pretty se- Harrison placcd before the Medical S(
Îere, so as ta alarn sofe patients. Yet ciety of ondon a specimen o tannate
it soon becomes tolerable, but usually con- alumina, andrecommended its employmeî
tinues to be feît for several hours. The in the treatment o! purulent ard muie
next day the cuticie bas a dry hardened purulent discharges from tbe uethr
feel, having the iodine color; and great especially rhen the former were nt of a
relief ta deep-seated pain is obtained. In acutely inflammatory character. M
the course o! two, three, or four days, ves- Harrison hadi fAond the local exhibition.
ication wvill be observed around the edges the remody in question followed by the m
of the superficial eschar whichI bas now satisfactory resuits. The method of ui
commenced ta suppuratec; and as the de- vas to throw into the passage an injecci
stroyed cuticle cleans hr, a very copions containing from two ta ten igrains of t
discharge of purulent matter takes place, salt dissolvcd in distilled water, the streng
and may kept up for tw or three saeeks of the solution being in a great moasu
under the popular applicatien of a cabbage detrmined by the amount of smarting pa
leaf, or oild silk which I usually apply prodnc-d. The most advisable meth
on the second day. The surface of the wvas just to keep the strength of the ir
sore assumes a fine granular appearance, jection up ta the smarting point. I
and heals without laving a cicatrix. thought i injurions re produce more tha
have often thought that, in cases of chroni gontle scalding. Mr. Harrison did n
inflammation f the joints, this application anticipate of course, equal succss i
is mre yelent than the causti issue, re- pvery case; but ho ges nrally found th
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disordered condition of. the urethral
mucous membrane removed in the course
of one or two weeks, in the ordinary run
of cases. On bis recommendation, some
of bis professional friends had employed it
in their pratice, and from their reports be
was supported in his high opinion of the
remedial properties of the tannate of alu-
mina. The combination of alumina and
tannie acid produced by Mr. Harrison, was
of a dirty yellowish color, and in crystals
about .the size of those of coarse sugar,
and readily soluble in hot water.-.Dublin
Medical Press. .

Substitution of Iodated Oil for Cod-
liver Oil.-M. Champouillon gave the
following results of bis experiments:-

102 phthisical patients were treated with
cod-liver oil. Of these, 51 were in the
first stage, of which 21 were cured: 37
were in the second stage, of which 9
were cured ; 3 died: 14 were in the third
stage, of these, 6 were cured, 4 iied.

75 other phthisical cases were treated
with iodated oil. In none of these did any
amelioration take place: in many the dis-
ease was aggravated.-London Medical
Gazette.

On the Preparation of Mercurial Oini-
ment.-M. Fournier states that lie bas
adopted the following process for ten years.
The mercury is triturated in an iron or
marble mortar, with a fourth part of the
lard, to which a small portion of wax bas
been added. The remainder of the lard
is to be added in portions in a melted
state, as the previous quantities becomie
solidified. ' This method gives a good
ointment in the course of an hour. In the
winter season suet may take the place of
the wax. The success of the process
depends more upon the mode of its perfor-
mance than upon the addition of wax or
suet.-Journal de Chimie Médicale, Sept-
eTnber, 1851.

-Syrup of Proto-Nitrate of Iron.--By
W. W. D. LivERaroR.-Syrup of proto-
nitrate of Iron is an improved form, in
vhich the officinal Liq. Ferri Nitratis is

at present prescribed by several prominent
physicians in this city; and'combining as
i does the advantages of the P!oto-salts of

iron, with stability of preparation, is des-
tined to come into general use as ait active-
ferruginous remedy. I believe no formu-
la for it bas yet been published, and as
apothecaries bave found it both incon-
venient and disagreeable depending upon
others to prepare it by some secret re-
cipe, the subjoined may be found a conve-
nience.

1ý. Sulphate of Iron. eviii.
Carbonate of Soda, Ex.
White Sugar, Exx.
Nitric Acid, (sp. gr. 1.42) f. 5 v. and

f3v.
Boiling Water,
Simple Syrup, aa. q. s.

Dissolve the sulphate of iron and car-
bonate of soda, each in two pints of water,
ilter, and add to each solution two ounces
of simple syrup. Mix the solutions, and
allow the precipitate to subside. Pour off
the supernatant liquid, and wash'the pré-
cipitated carbonate carefully with sweet-
ened water, until the washings have no
longer a saline taste. Collect the precipi-
tate upon a fine musliii strainer, and vith
gentle pressure express as much of the
water as possible. Transfer to a porelain
capsule, and add gradually the nitric acid,
previously diluted with an equal measure
of vater. Mix the sugar with the solu-
tion, and dissolve over a water bath, stir-
ring from time to time with a glass rod.
When done the syrup- should be made to
measure thirty fluid ounces, by the addi-
tion of a sufficient quantity of water.

It does not always happen that the
apothecary bas on band an acid of known
specific gravity, and when this is the
case, it wiill answer to add nitric acid diý
luted with an equal measure of ivater to
the carbonate of iron, until dissolved, and
the solution possesses a slightly acidre-
action.

This syrup contains ten grains'of dry
nitrate of iron, to each fluid drachm,-and
t:;e dose varies from twenty - to forty
drops.-American Journal of Pharmacy.

On the Administration of Cod-Liver Oil.
-- We extract from the Gazette Mèdicale
de Lyons thè followire modes 'of exhibit-
ing this nauseous remedy:-

1. Cod-liver oil, 30 grammes; solution
of carbonats of potash, 8 grammes; syrup
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ni orange peel, 30 grammes.
teaspoonful or two twice a day.

Mix; a

2. Cod-liver oil, syrup of orange-peel.
aniseed water, equal parts. . Mix ; a table-
spoonful for a dose.

3. Cod-liver oil, 250 grammes ; gum ar-
abic, 30 grammes. Make an emulsion,
and add syrnp of orange peel, syrup of
peppermint, utrq 30 grammes. A large ta-
ble spoonful for a dose.

The disagreeable flavor of the oil may
be disguised by hot milk or coffee.-Revue
Medico Chirurgicale, Fev., 1851.

ANATOMY AND PIIYSIOLOGY.

On the Eflect of Cldoroform on Mus-
cular Fibre. By W. F. BARLOw, Esq.,
M. R. C. S.-Mr. Barlow bas performed
a series of experiments, which seen ta
show that chloroform rapidly exhausts
muscular irritability, and in common with
other agents inducing the same effects,
conduces ta the rapid stiffening called rigor
mortis. He observes :-" It has beei
shown by Nysten, in bis ingenious re-
searches, that a long lime intervenes, as
a general rule, between dissolution and
this peculiar rigidity, during which lime
the muscles remain irritable ; and that the
rigor does not approach until the muscular
irritability is either completely or nearly
extinguished. This, is of course, a main
fact. All kinds of muscular action prove
the irritability of muscles, except rigor
mortis ; this, on the contrary, is a form of
contraction which prevails not until mus-
cular irritability is lost. Alter excessive
voltuntary action, such as that of the hunt-
ed animal, which though exhausted ta the
ufmost, still runs for life, and forces ta
contraction muscles become almost too
languid ta respond effectually ta any sti-
mulus however-violent, rigor mortis bas
been.conimonly noted ta ensue with unu-
sual- rapidity. As Nysten says, "c'est
parceque l'action vitale du lièvre que le
chasseur a forcé est, pour ainsi dire, epui-
isée par une fatigue excessive, que cette
animal se roidit en mourant." %So, too,
exiieme involuntary muscular contraction
bas been known ta lead ta ,he swiftest
possible death-rigor;l And it is very pro-
bable that the exhaustion of muscular ir-
ritability after death by galvanism would
be found ta hasten the phenomenon.'?

The experiments were performed on
frogs. and birds, decapitated and skinned,
and afterwards suspended in a bottle con-
taining chloroform. In-a medico-legal
point of viewthey are important, as if the
same effects are produced on the human
subject, a person poisoned with chloroform
might, trom the muscular rigidity be
thought to have been dead somne lime,
when in reality the reverse is the case.-
iledical Ga~~ette, October 24, 1851.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

Further Experiments on Cadaveric'Ri-
gidity. By Dr. BRtoWN-S.QUARD.-Fo)-
lowinz up the researches on which be bas
been for some lime engaged, the author
has ascertained that if a current of arte-
rial blood be re-established through mus-
cles in which cadaveric rigidity has already
begeun to show itself, they cease to be
rigid and recover their irritability. He
found that when he connected the aorta
and vena cava of the body of a rabbit, in
whicli the cadaveric rigidity had alrea-
dy manifested ilself for between ten and
twenty minutes, with the corresponding
vessels of a living rabbit, so as to re-esta.-
blish the circulation in the lower extremi-
ties, the rigidity disappeared in from six
ta ten minutes, and that in two or three
minutes afterwards, muscular contractions
took place 'when the nerve-trunks were
irritated. These experiments have been
repeated in various ways with the same
result ; and they fully justify the opinion
of those who maintain that cadaveric rigi-
dity is a vital phenomenon, and not an
indication of the death of the muscles,
which does not take place until the rigidi-
ty passes off. He has even succeeded in
removing the cadaveric rigidity from the
muscles of the decapitated body of a cri-
minal, thirteen hours after execution, and
two hôurs after the supervention of the
rigidity, by the injection of defibrinated
human blood. The muscles lost their rigi-
dity, and continued to contract on irritation,
dnrirg several bours.-Gaz. Méd., Nos.-
24, 27.

[Fully recognisingthe interest and im
portance of the series of experiments on.
which M. Brown-Sequard is engaged, we
would yet express the earnest -hope that
be renders them, by the use of anesthetic
agents, as little productive as possible of
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animal snufering. He speaks so coolly of
cutting-a live rabbit or*guinea-pigin two,
leaving the anterior and posterior portions
connected only by the aorta and vena cava,
that wve fear that he must be ranked
among those who haire been -so inured to
the. manifestations of pain, that they cease
to take account of them, save as scienti-
lic phenomena, as inaications of sensibili-
ty.]-Medico- Chirurgical Rev.

On the Effecis of Poisoning by Alcohol,
considercd ,n relaiion to Juridical JAledi-
cine. By M.Rôscî.-The alcoholie fluid
which M. Rosch's observations chiefly re-
late to, is.brandy; and lie considers, first
of al], the consequences of slow or chro-
nic poisoning by this substance, as observed
in the bodies of persons submitted to offi-
cial.inspection, wlio bave met with their
death from accident or suicide. The
changes.which have been, to a greater or
less degree, found in the bodies of all spirit-
drinkers, are thus summarily mentioned.

1. The brain itself has exhibited no
constant changes of' sufficient account ;
but its membranes have always manifested
more or less diseased conditions. Of these
the partial thickening of the arachnoid,
giving it a milky-white appearance, has
been especially observed. Com monly, too,
colorless fluid, though in general not in
very large quantiesj was effused between
its layers, and was also found in the spinal
canal. In several cases, some serum was
found in the cavities of the brain, and the
spinal marrow had become softened by
imbibition of such fluid. Ic several cases
the membranes of the brain had grown
together, but in others the dura mater was
only adherent to the cranium. These
changes have all- been-observed in cases
in which, during life, no signs of inflam-
matory action or of effusion were present,
-unless we are to consider as such the
decrease of mental activity, and the blunt-
ing of all sensibility, bath general and
special.

2. The lungs exhibited various diseased
appearances. Of these odema vas a
fiequent one, a colorless or reddish frothy
fluid flowing out on incision, and escaping
in large quantities when pressure was ap-
plied, the compressed parts retaining the
impression of the fingers. In several
cases, libulark'emphysema vas observPd.
Adhesions of variable extent to the ribs

and diaphragm occurred ; and in- certain
places the investing membrane of the lungs
was thickened.

3. The mucons membrane of the sto-
mach exhibited isolated, bright red, punc-
tated spots, and this especially near the
pylorus. Similar groups were observed in
the duodenum, jejunum, and ilium. The
mucous membrane of the small intestine
was much thinned; the ninuscular, like-
wise, in a less degree; but the serous re.
mained unchanged. The mucous glands
of the small intestines were enlarged.

4. General emaciation, and'a whitened
appearance of thé muscles was observed,
as well as laxity and thinness of the walls
of the heart. On the other hand, a consi-
derable quantity of fat was found 'depò-
sited unde.r the skin and between the mus:-
cles. The mese'nterybeart, and kidneys
were covered with fat ; and the liver so
penetrated with it, that, in many cases,
its texture seemed as if converted into
adipose substance.

5. The blood in the vessels was dark
and diffluent. The spleen, as a rule, vias
softened, and in several cases pappy.

(2.) Acute Alcohdlic Poisoning.-In
strict language every intoxication and stu-
pefaction by spirits should be called poi-
soning ; but as intoxication is of daily
occurrence without danger to life, it is
only so considered -here, when - urgent
symptoms, requiring medical aid, are pre-
sent. Cases are, however, not wanting,
in which paralysis, soon ending in death,
has followed this undue stimulation by
alcoliol; and the author supplies the .par-
ticulars of such as have come under his
notice. In' these, besides the appearances
due tu chronic poisoning, others due to.the
rapid influence of the spirit upon the biody
were observed,-viz., a considerable re-
pletion of the brain and its membranes
with blood, and a congested 'state of thè
lungs (in one case acute Sdema pulm-ó-
nuin being present). The immediate cause
of death in those who die soon atter tak-
ing a large quantity of spirit, is arrest of
blood in the central organ of circulation
and the respiratory organs,-a state "of
asphyxia. Such effect ipon the circula-
tion and respiration is, however, but-a
consequence of the repletion and paraly'.
sis of the brain by blood containing alco-
hol. In acute alcohol-poisoning, not only
is the ingested spirit found in'the digestive
canal, but the varions visceral structures
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and fluids of the body strongly smell of it,
and are, therefore, penetrated by it.

In violent deaths it may often become
a matter of importance and difficulty to
state what part alcoholic fluids have ex-
erted in producing the fatal termiration.
Two cases are given by the author, in one
of which an eflusion of blood wassuppos-
ed to be due to external violence; but
that this was the case could not be posi-
tively stated, since, during the state of
distension of the blood-vessels in drunken-
ness, they are iiM capable of resistance,
while the blood itself is in a dissolved
condition. The effects upon the briin do
not arise fromn a simple excess of heaithy
blood, but of a blood which has undergone
change, which in acute spirit-poison still
contains the substance inducing ibis.

While the nervous system is stimulated
and enfeebled throngh this changed con-
dition of the blood, so also, in a reverse
order, the blood, heart, and circulation are
disturbed and enfeebled by the condition of
the brain and nerves ; so that here is a
continual reciprocal mischievous influence
of the blood and venous system going on,
until the disturbance of the economy be-
comes complete, physical disease pros-
trates the body, and aIl controlling power
and mental activity are destroyed.-Hen-
ke's Zeitsch., Band lx, pp. 241-279.

MISCELLANEOUS.

On the Indine of the Atmospherc. By
M. CHATIN.-The constant dispersion of
iodine, through the slow, spontaneous eva-
poration of t.he waters which contain it,
and its more rapid volatilisation when heat
is applied to these ; its elimination from
bard waters, which is so speedy that it
can seldom be detected therein, even when
they spring from highly iodined soils; and
the resultsthough incomplete, which have
been obtained by operating on rain water,
are so many circumstances which have
led M. Chatin to conclude that ibis sub-
stance must exist in the atmosphere. He
estimates the 4000 litres of air, which
traverse the lungs of a man in 12 bours,
as containing 1-45 milligramme, i. r., the
saine quantity that is found in a litre of
potable water moderately indined. This
iodine becomes fixed during the act of
respiration, the expired gases exhibiting

about 1-5 of the iodine contained in the
inspired air. The atmosphere of il]-ven-
tilated and crowded places is in part depriv-
ed of its iodine. The proportion of iodine
contained in the waters of a given locali-
ty indicates approximatively the quantity
contained in its atmospiere. Rain is not-
ably more iodined in the interior than in
the vicinity of the coast, inasm.ich as the
iodine of fresh waters is much more com-
pletely dispersed than is that of sea-water.
Great differences, due to causes not yet
appreciated, exist in the amount of iodine
contained in the rain of the same locality ;
the proportion, however, always diminish-
ing when the rains are very prolonged.
As rain always loses its iodine on falling,
this might be fixed for useful purposes by
placing in cisterns a millionth or half-mil-
lionth part of carbonate of potash. Snow
is iodined ; but, coteris paribus, less so
than rain. Dew contains 1odine. Addi-
tional observations are required to decide
whether iodine exists in the air in the free
state, as hydriodic acid, as hydriodate of
ammonia, or as forming a volatile combi-
nation with certain organic elements.--
Gaz. Méd., 1851, No. 19, p. 300.

Kincsipathy.-A new systen of medical
practice has been introduced into Europe,
and it may naturally be expected that it
will be imported, and sooner or later prac-
tised among us. It would not be strange
were it to supersede and take the place of
homeopathy, to which it is assimilated in
other points besides a common lack of
science or reason. It certainly is superior
on the score of economy-for though the
doses to be taken in the former are infi-
nitesimal and therefore portable and cheap,
in the latter no doses at ail are required,
and ail the mysterious movements and
"shakings" are to be accomplished on the
sick body itself ! The originator of this
improved system seems to have -been a
Swedish fencing master by the name of
Ling, who is represented, in the Edinburgh
Monthly Journal, to have been an univer-
sal genrius. He was saccessively a gra-
duate in theology, a volunteer in the
Danish navy, a fencing master (in spite of
gout in his arm), a lecturer on old Norse
poetry, history and mythology, a professor
of fencing andi gymnastics, a student of
anatomy, physiology and other sciences,
a writer of poetry, and, withal, "a man
of high moral tone, pious, sincere and
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honest," anddied in 1839 with the honors
of knighthood upon him. His qualifica-
tions are therefore unquestionable ! Ail
that Ling himself appears to have really
accomplished, and probably ail tliat he
claimed at first, was set forth in a work
published by him, and may be considered
as mnerely an improvement in the practice
of gymnastics and calisthenics. Upon this
bas been engrafted the system of quackery
alluded te above. M. Roth, M.D., of
London, who comes before us clothed with
Ling's mantle, bas sent out an octavo of
300 pages, devoted to the treatment of
disease by " movements," alias Kinesi-
pathy. His interpretation of the term is
as follows:

c By the word C movement,' in a me-
dical and hygienic sense, is to be under-
stood every change of position and dif-
ference of form, determined by time and
amount, in the whole body, or in any part
of it, and which may be produced by the
organism itself, or by any animate or ina-
nimate mechanical agent."

In accordance with this definition, there
are a great variety of movements-quite
as many as there are dilutions and poten-
cies in the homSopathic system-and each
and all possess greatpower over the human
body, as is rendered plain by another quo-
tation: '

cc Whatever exists in our body, either as
a part of it or as a foreign substance, must
at a certain moment have a definite shape ;
therefore every change of the space in
one part necessarily produces a correspond-
ing one in the surrounding tissues-a
change that is thence propagated to the
most remote parts of the body, and which
depends, with respect to its form, upon the
amount of the alteration produced by the
first mnovement." -

Lest any one should still be in the dark,
however, respecting what kinesipathy
really is, we copy the full definition of one
of the movements and its effects. It is
called the

« Chopping Movement.-Chopping con-
sists in alternative short blows, produced
by the externalsides of both the operator's
hands. Choppiugs are priucipally used
on the posterior surface of the trunk, chest,
and also on the limbs. If it is desirable
that the succession produced by this move-
ment shall be less and softer, then the
chopping is done with the external edges
of the two little fingers, while the other

fingers are spread apart, but not kept spas-
modically fast, so that they act aise by,
striking upon the little finger.

c Chopping may be conflned to one part
only, or may be exercised on a larger sur-
face, by constantly moving the position of
the hands. The cbopping is called a
' longitudinal" one, if the bands are moved
in the longitudinal direction of the trunk
or of the limb; and a ' transversed' one,
if the blows are executed across the limbs.

c Effect.-Choppings produce generally
a venous absorption in the capillary tex-'
ture, not only of the external slkin and the
tendinous expansions, but aise, if more
strongly used, in the muscles and bones;
in imperfectly paralyzed muscles they ex-
cite tbe innervation both of the motory
and sensitive fibres. If directed on the
lower extremities, on the soles, they act
very well in hmorrhoidal complaints,
headache, &c. On the chest or along the
spine, they are eflicacious specific move-
ments in certain complaints of the chest,
partly by their direct influence on the
muscles of the chest, partly by the trernu-
lous, passive vibration communicated te
the lungs."

Then there is the cshaking movement,"P
the «c thbe rising-up movement,"y the «clet-
ting-down movement," " transversal
chopping," " vibration," &c. &c., which
we have not room to describe. These
«movements" are ail claimed as a remedy
in acute as well as chronic diseases. In
gonorrhea, even, cases are brought forward
to show their great eflicacy. Can quack-
ery and imposture « further go" ? It does
really seem as though we might hope that
" things will corne right at last," when
such a multitude of absurdities and incon-
sistencies are countenanced and supported
by those who break away from, or who
never have entered, the ranks of legiti-
mate and scientific practice.-Med. and
Surgical Journal.

Thea "Mange" Conmunicated to three per-
sons b a Pig. By H. R. CâasT, M D., of
Columbia Co., Ga. [ willgiveyou the parti.
culars of a conversation held a few days since
with a gentleman of this county, and if the
deduction I have drawn from the facts as
reported is correct, wc have presented to us,
so far at least as my observation extends, a
now disease of the cutaneous system-onie
hitherto undescribed by dermatologists.

395
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Mr. S. asked me " if I had ever known a

man.te have the mange?" te which I gave a
negative reply: having always understood
that it was a disease peculiar to the quadruped.
He thon asked me " if I thoughLt it possible for
a man to catch it from a ¯hog ?" I replied.
that there are a great many things regarded
as impossible, which are not found to be s
ivhen subjected to the -test-and that Ibis
might be one of the cases. He thon pro-
coeded te give me the following particulars.

He states that about the first of May, last,
hiaving a pig badly discased with the mange,
and being desirous to cure him, lie had soie
soap-and water got and went te work on Iin
with his hands-and that after giving him a
good washing, he stripped him almost of his
entire external with his nails. That ho was
entirely well at this time ; but that in about
three hours thereafter, he felt an itching on
his hands and vrists. and an cruption which
commenced spreadîîg upwards; that about
the sanie time, his ankles began te itch, and
the eruption there made its appearance, which
also spread upwards and mot the cruption
frein abuve at the half-way house-the uni-
bilicus; that it reached its height in about
two weeks; that the cruption vas charac.
terized by great hcat and intolerable itoching,
coniposed of small vesicles, which, though not
donfluent, stood close togethcer over his entire
tegumentary tissue. Thus was he at tlie
time of his commencement with the ablution
-a sound and healthy man-but in a very
short time thcreafter, lie was transforned into
a Lazarus. He thought ho had contracted
his disease from the pig, and went to work to
cure himself, using first the soap and water.
This not benîefiting hini, he was bled and took
salis.. 'This failing, lie tried pot-liquor-then
the grease from fred bacon-then a solution
of blue-stone. He does not think that any
of the meanis used had any control whatever
over the disease, but that it seemed te pursue
its' course, knowing no conqueror, until it
finally wore itself out in about five, weeks.

Now, from theabove narrative, I can but
infer that the disease -in question was one
identical with the mange, and that i: was
communicated from the quadruped to the
man. And I am further strengthened in
this view of the case, friom the fact-that a
female and the negro boy who held the pig
while being subjected to treatment, became
in like manner affected. The view I hav'e
taken of this case, I know te be in direct
conflict with.thelo.ngestablished dogmas of
the veterinary school, bpt I think I am sus-
tained in my position from the facts of the
case-and "facts are stubborn things." By
reference te the " History of the Horse," I
find the following language. The author, in
speaking of the contagiousness of the mange,
goes un to gay.-" if the rame brush or curry.

comb be used on all the horses, the propaga-
Lion of mange is assured ; and horses feeding
in the same pasture with mangy ones, rarely
escape, froi the propensities they have te
nibble one another. Mange in cattle has
been propagated to the horse-and from the
horse to cattle-but thero is no authenticated
instance of the same disease being communi.
catedt from the dog to the horse. There is as
much difference in the character and cruption
of mange in the horse and dog, as between
cither of them and the itch in the human
subject; and the itch lias nover been coin.
municated to the quadruped, nor the mange
qf the quadruped to the hunan being."

My only reply to the abovcquotation,is the
prcsentation of the case relatud ; and if I am
nu sustained in my corollary frum the facts
of the case, this article will go for nothing.
I pretend to na familiarity with cutaneous
diseases ; but if I were called upun to classify
the mange, I Ehould locate it in the group
dermatoses scabienses of Wilson, not onlyI
from the pathology, but also from the therapeia
of the disease; for I find sulphur the anchor
of safety te the veterinary surgeon. Nor do
I think there is any thing very strange, in all
thî.; and the only reason why we have never
before lad the mange communicated tu man
arises simply, I think, from the fact, that in
all probabilhty more caution bas hitherto been
exercised than was in the case before us.
W e have examples of other diseases occurring
in the hi uman subject, the result of propagation
from the lower order of animals. In the
R6vue Médicale of July, 1845, we have
detailed the case of an officer whîo took the
glanders and farcy from a horse, and in which:.
experiments were made by M. Audouard, to
test the' contagiousness of the human fluid
introduced into other animals-the results of
which experiments went to prove that the
disease was not only communicable to mari
from the horse, but that the disease was again
transmissible from the human subject te the
quadruped. In the Southern Medical and
Surgical Journal, Nov. 1847, we have a case
of glanders in the human subject, derived
from the horse, reported as occurrng in your
own city. Otlier diseases might be mentioned
occurring in the great paragon of animals,
communicated from the lower order; but I
have already spun out this article t a greater
length than was designed at its commence.
ment, and will conclude by merely advisng
those persons whîo nay have te treat the
mange in stock, te touch it lightly, and never
make a curry comb of their hands ; touwhich
injunction I know my fricnd S. will say
amon.-Soufhern 2\!cdical and Surgical
Journal.
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The Infa:uation of Homopaths.-At cc The voice of this great cantatrice isa recentmeeting of the Edinburgh Medico- one of those wonderful natural gifts ivhichChirurgical Society, held on the 9th Providence occasionally vouchsafes to aNov.,at.ich 64ciety., mebers w e et favorite mortal. Jenniy Lind possessesNov., at.which 64 members were present, whlat may bie termed a double voice, thea resolution was carried c that the pub- natural voice from grave to the acute, alic profession of Homeopathy shail be range over three octaves; and she has theheld to disqualify for being admitted or power and faculty of producing a recur-Srent, or backward voice, into the lungs,
remaining a mhember of the Medico-Chi- upon the upper and lower notes in singing,rurgical Society." Prof. Simpson, in se- which is purely ventriloquous, of whicg
conding Professor Syme's motion, narrated faculty lier 'echo' song is a perfectthe following anecdote, which is too rich illustration. Thus she is able to con-no tobe repeate - Lo trol ber voice upon the most difficult vibra-mot to be repeated :tions of the vocal chords, to be perfect inOne remark of Mr. Syme reminded Dr. her intervals, and, which renders her soSimpson of a curious fact in the early his- surprising in the perfection of her intonatory of homeopathy in Edinburgh, proving tions, that they ring upon the ear with anon the one hand how far imagination effect and a charm so indescribable.andwill go, on the other hand that all homoeo- puzzling to the hearer.pathic globules are alike, or rather are «TMe peculiarity of this ventriloquousalike inactive. Some eight years ago power, and the aonderful part of er o-Dr. Simpson received a present of a box calizaion is that ber organization ena-of homeopathic medicines from an old bles her to use those recurrent sounds, theschool-fellow, who had set up as a ho- same as a tperson whistlingexcutes soundsmoeopathic druggist. During the time i by the recrrent action executes indsvas in Dr. Simpson's possession, it vas breath while inspiring Tois facuity Jen-given as a plaything to his son, then a ny Lind contros rng Tnis ut anchild. The boy amused himself by - se, a grace, and with such mastery arcorking the bottles, emptying their con- tis ic sklr as almost defy detertion bytents nto a general heap, and then refilling the most refined and critical tar. bythem promiscuously. The effect of this this recurrent or vencriloquial action shewas a complete compounding of the glo- lias the command of he epiglottis andbules of different kinds, by mixing them ils parts (ie valve closin the laryn atogether. It soon happened that a pro- chamber vhen in the at of swalloving,)fessional brother calling at Dr. S.'s, took vibrating plates, similarto the plates form-a fancy to the box and carried it off. ing ithe bronchial fissure of the larynxMany weeks after, the new proprietor of wbich I have stated is the natural passagethe box met Dr. Simpson, and told him for the air forming tbe voice.he had been trying hdnoeopathy, with the

contents of his box, and that he had ac- c In addition to the command over ercomplished wonderful cures! Dr. Simp- vocal faculties, she sings from the larynxson enjoyed the joke, and said nothing while she throws the vocal fo arynx,about the box until, finding his friend had lungs and diaphram glvin to i thegot .deep into the homeopathic mine, and strength, the fulness he rug and theactually published a list of cases, he at steadiness and endurance of the. save, orlength told him of the elaborate mixture cchest voice." By this •m ensiv or
the globules had undergone. This friend cal power, by the contractrn of vo-
is Dr. Ienderson !!!-Prov. Med. 4- Sur- tion of the vocal chamber, she is cnabled togical Journal. trill and revel high in alto, whout any

. . detection from hier hearers of vi to ori n
of any change in -her voice. Thus herintonations and modulations by this pecu-Thfechanism of Jenny Lind's Voice.- iar organization, are rendered perfect, andThe following intersting article on the ber upper and lower notes are given with

-mnechanisra of Jenny Lind-s voice, is ta- an inflcxibility and softness of Iwhich berken from a late English journal. W e ful- dying away ndcco" tone is a practically agree with the writer as to the re:nark- illustration; as are apso each cadélza,able power of her voice, and her vonder- « run" ashak e and cc trill made up-f ul skili in managing iL., on ber tones with a decision, flexibilit.,

rw.;
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purity and correctness that are only sur-' youngtin, the latter (the sulphLta of lime)
passed by the delicate yet magnificent acco." Now I am favored with the
swell and chaste diminuen'do of her middle opinion of Mr. J. Reeves on this point,
and lower tones, which lias established that whose knowledge and experience tender
"indescribable peculiarity" in her voice, him most competent to decide in such a
and emphatically secured to lier the eu- case ; he believes that indigo is never
phonioustitle of ethe Nightingale." Nor employed for coloring used on tea, that
are these al]. In ber trilling notes she lias the term youngtin, as used by Mr. Bruce,
the faculty of using the accessory recurrent should be yong-teen, forejgn blue, the
notes. It is our opinion, that the exercising name given by the Chinese to Prussian
of these notes and this ventriloquous facul- blue, in contradistinction to Too-teen,
ty, by overtasking her powers, lost to Jenny native blue or indigo; this, I think, is
Lind her voice for a period. These ac- very conclusive evidence, and shows that
cessory notes, although dissimilar, are Mr. Bruce's statement was erroneous.
rendereu artist cally correct, and aL once

strike the mind, awaken attention and
wonderment, both as to the cause and their
execution."-Bosion Medical and Surgi-
cal Journal.

Observations on the Teas of Commerce.
By R. WARINGTON, F. C. S.-In my pre-
vious communication to the Society on
this subject, in February, 1844 (Memoirs
and Proceedings of the Chemical Society,
ii. 73,) 1 endeavoured to show that there
exist two distinct kinds of green tea,
knowi in commerce as glazed and unglaz-
ed; tuiat the former is colored by the
Chinese with a mixture of Prussian blue
and gypsiam, to which a yellow vegetable
coloring mtteî is sometiines added, while
the latter aie merely dusted with a small
quantity of gypsum ; that in the specimen
of the so-called Canton gunpowder, this
glazing or facing is carried to the maxi-
mum. I also mentioned, that 1 had never
met with a sample of green tea in which
the blue tint was given by means of in-
digo. Since the publication of that paper,I have been in communication with seve-
rai parties of great experience in this sub-
ject, from whom I havp received much
additional information, which, with seve-
rai experimental points of interest that
have come under my own immediate
observation, wili form the subject of the
present paper.

The first point to which I wish to call
the attention of the Society is, the question
of the blue coloring matter used by the
Chinese for coloring the green teas being
Prussian blue, because some doubts have
been thrown on this subject from various
quarters. Mr. Bruce thus states (Report
on the Manufacture of Teas, &c., by C.
A'. Bruce, August 16, 1839>:-" The
Chinese cali the former (the indigo)

In another quarter a surmise has also
been published on this same point. Mr.
Fortune, in his entertaining work (Three
Years' Wanderings in the Northern Pro-
vinces of China, by Robert Fortune) on
China, says, speaking of the ingredients
used in dyeing the northern green teas for
the foreign market, page 201:-" There
is a vegetable dye, obtained fromn Isatis
Indigotca, much used in the northern dis-
tricts, and called Tein-ching, and it is not
unlikely that it may be the substance
which is employed;7' again, at page 307
-« I am very much inclined to believe
that this (the Tein-ching) is the dye used
to color the green teas which are manu-
factured in the north of China, for the
English and American markets." This
question, however, I think is now satis-
factorily settled, and the experimental
evidence I had adduced of the material
being Prussian blue of a darker or pater
tint, placed beyond a doubt by a positive
demonstration; for Mr. Fortune has for-
warded from the 'north of China for the
Industrial Exhibition, specimens of these
materials, which from their appearance,
there can be no hesitation in stating, are
fibrous gypsum (calcined,) turmeric root
and Prussian blue ; the latter of a bright
pale tint, most likely from admixture with
alumina or porcelain-clay, which admix-
ture may account for the alumina and
silica found as stated in my previous
paper, aud the presence-of which was
then attributed possibly to the emplòyment
of kaoline or agalmatolite.

Mr. J. R. Reeves, in a letter to my
friend Mr.Thompson, dàted July 1, 1844,
commenting on my paper, says:-" Mr.
Warington's experiments have led him to
correct resuilts as to the substances used,
which I know to be Prussian blue, gypsumn
(fibrous,)-and turmeric ; the second being
sulphate of, lime; and the last, thé ( yel-
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low, or orange-colored vegetable sub-
stance, which Mr. W. does not otherwise
name. That the coloring is not intended
as an adulteration, I feel quite sure. It is
given to suit the capricious taste of the
foreign buyers, who judge of an article
used as a drink by the eye instead of the
patate. You*well know how little the
London dealers, even now, like the yel-
lowish appearance of uncolored green tea.
The Ainericans, a few years since, carried
the dislike even farther than the English,
and therefore the Chinese merchant had
scarcely aniy chance of selling his tea un-
less lie gave it a ' face' that would suit
their fancy. The snall quantity of the
coloring -natter used, must preclude the
idea of adulteration as a matter of profit."
Mr. J.. Reeves states, «that in the East
India Company's time, gypsum and-Prus-
sian blue were sometimes used upon hyson
tes, Tien Hing using the first on his pale,
bright'hyson ; Lum .fling, the latter on
his d ark, bright leaf ; but these vere only
in minute quantities, just sufficient to pro-
duce an uniform face.

It is still a question of interest, which I
before alluded to, whether the gypsun in
its calcined state is not used for the absorp.
tion of the last portions of moisture, and al-
lowing the tea tlie better to withstand the
damp ot the sea voyage. Through the
kindness of Dr. Royle, I have received,
since my last communication, a sam ple o
green tea from the Kemaon district, in the
Himalayas, which is quite free from any
facing, as are aiso the green teas cf Java'
a large number of which t bave had the
opportunity of examining, and which are
exceedingly clean and genuine in their
appearance and character.

On Black and Grecn Teas.-Althoigh
the preparation of green and black tea trom
the respective plants, the Thea Virid!
and-the Thea Bohea, has been warnly
advocated by many botanists, yet it is now
I believe; pretty generally admitted by al
parties, that both green and black teas can
be and are made, indiscriminately, froi
the same parcel of leaves, taken from the
same species of plant. It. is also vel
known to all persons, that the infuPion
from these teas have marked differences o
color and of flavor, and that the effect
produced on some constitutions by greer
tea,-such as nervous irritability, sleepless
ness, &c., are very distinct from :those o
black tea. Their. characteristic, physica
differences are too wellknosyn to requir

any comment, but they have peculiar
chemical properties to which we shail
have occasion to allude more particularly
presently, and which bave always been at-
tributed by chemists to the effect of higli
heat in the process of manufacture.

The question presents itself then-from
whence do these distinguishing peculiari-
ties arise, and to what are they to be at-
tiihuted ? From observations made in
other directions, in the course of the roui-
tine work of the establishment to which I
an attached, I had formed in my own
mind certain conclusions on this subject.
I allude to the exsiccation of medicinal
herbs; these are for the most part nitro-
genous plants, as the Atropa belladonna,
the lyoscyamus niger, the Conium macu-
latuin, and others. - The plants are
brought ta us by the growers or collectors
from the country, tied up is bundles, and
when they arrive fresh and cool they dry
of a good bright green color; but, on the
contrary, it is found that if they are de-
layed in their transit, or remain in a con-
fined state for too long a period, they be-
come heated, from a species of sponta-
neous fermentation, and when loosened
and spread open emit vapors, and are sensi-
bly warm to the hand ; when such plants
are dried, the whole of the green color is
found to have been destroyed, and a red-

f brown- and sometimes a blackish-brown
resilt is obtained. I had also noticed that
a clear infusion of such leaves evaporated
carefully to dryness was not all redissolved
by 'Uater but left a.quantity of brown oxi-
dized extractive matter, to whidh the
denomination apotheme has been applied
by some chemists ; a similar resultais ob-
t'ained by the evaporation of an infusion-of
black tea. The same action takes place
by the exposure of the infusions of many
vegetable substances to the oxidizing in-
fJuence of the atmosphere; they become

, darkened on the surface, and this gradu-
l ally spreads through the solution, :and on

evaporationI the same oxidized extfactive
matter will remain insoluble in water.
Again, I had found that the green teas,

1 when wetted and re-dried, with exposure
s to the air, were nearly as dark in color as
f the ordinary black teas. From these ob-
s servations, thèrefore, 1 wàs induced to
n believe that the peculiar characters and

chernical differénces which distinguish
f black tea from green, were to be attributed
I to a species of heating or fermentation,
e x accompanied w dth oxidatiôn by èxp-sre
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to the air, and not to its being submitted in tne properly conducting these opera-
to a higher temperature in the process of tions, and as soon as the proper- point is
drying, as had been generally concluded. arrived at, the leaves are tu he immediate-
My opinion was partly confirmed by ly renoved to the Kuo or roasting-pan.
ascertaining from parties conversant with Alfter bein g roasted and rolled two or three
the Chinese manufacture, that the leaves times, they are then to be dried, and this
for the black teas were always allowed to is effected in the Poey-long, which con-
remain exposed to the air in mass, for some sists or a cylinder of basket-work, open
time before they were roasted. Mr. Bail, at both ends, and covered on the outside
in his valuable work (An Account of the with paper ; it is about 21 feet in height,
Cultivation and Manufacture of Tea in and V$ in diameter, which diarneter is
China, by Samuel Bail, Esq.,) on the diminished in the centre like an ordinary
manufacture of tea, has described in detail dice-box to one foot and a quarter. This
the whole routine of these interesting stands over and round a small charcoal
processes, fully confirming my pre-con- tire, and is supplied with cross-bars about
ceived opinions, and of which I cannot do fourteen inches above the fire, on which
better than give you a summary. Some an open sieve containing the tea is placed;
of the tacts, I believe, had been published and a small aperture about an inch and a
in Batavia in 1844, by Mr. Jacobson half in diameter is made in the centre of
(Handboek v. d. Kuit. en Fabrik v. Thee,) the tea with the hand, so that an ascend-
in the Dutch language. in the preface ing current of air and the products of the
to this work, Mi. Bail says :-" It will be combustion pass through and over the tea
seen by dates incidentally adverted to, contained in the sieve. A circular flat
that the facts and most of the materials of bamboo tray is placed partially over the
this work, were established and collected mouth of this cylinder, and most probably
thirty years ago." " These facts, as well serves to regulate the rapidity of the
as other materials, were derived from con- ascending current, prevent the admission
versation with growers and manipulators of the cold air to the leaves, and at the
from the tea districts ; from written docu- same.time allow a sufficient outlet for the
ients furnished by Chinese ; from pub- -generated watery vapors and the products
lished works in the same language dili- of combustion. At the commencement of
gently sought out ; and also from corres- this operation, the moist leaves are still
pondence with a Spanish missionary long green and retain their vegetable appear-
resident in the province of Fokim. Theso ance ;.after the drying has continued about
were ail put into their present form full half an hour, the eaves are turned, and
twenty years ago, and were read to one or again submitted to the heat for anqther
two friends during my 'residence in half hour ; they are then taken outî rub-
China."-" They were not, however, so bed and twisted, and after sifting away
arranged, with any view to immediate the small dust, again returned to the sieve
publication."-" They were thus disposed and drying tube. This operation of sifting is
as the best mode of recording and keeping very necessary, to remove any of the small
together the facts and materials I had col- tea or dust which might otherwise fall
lected."--" But it was not till the year through the-meshes of the sieve on to the
1844, when 1 received Mr. Jacobson's fire, and the products of their combustion
Handbook on the cultivation of tea in would deteriorate and spoil the ilavor of
Java, that I fountd my own views so far the tea. The leaves have now hegun to
confirmed, and my information such as to assume their black color ; the fire is di-
justify me in bringing my labors to a minished or deadened by ashes; and ,the
close." -opration of rolling, twisting and sifting is

repeated once or twice until they.have
The processes peculiar to the prepara- become quite black in color, well twisted,

tion of black tea, are styled Leang-Ching, and perfectly dry and crisp. They are
To-Ching and Oc-Ching, and these ail then picked, winnowed, and placed in
consist int carefully-watched and regulated large quantities over a very slow fire for
processes of spoataneous heatvng or slow about two hours, the cylinder being closed.
fermentation of the leaves until a certain
degree of fragrance is developed. The Now, that this black color is not owing
leaves are said to wilher and give, and to fire is evident for in cases mentioned
become soft and placid. The utmost care, by Mr. Bail, where the leaves have been
practical skill and experience are required dried in the sun, the same color is ob-
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k;, id Un t, Uiner side, iU5asted

first, without the process of fermenta-
tion or wilhering, and then finished in
the Poey-long, a kind of green tea is pro-
duced.

In the operations for the manufacture of
green tea, an the contrary, the freshly-
picked leaves are roasted in the Ruo at
once, without delay, at a high tempe-
rature ; rolled and roasted again and
again, assisted sometimes with a fanning
operation ta drive off the moisture ; and al-
ways with brisk agitation until the drying
is completed.

The marked differences in the mode of
manufacture of black and green tea, will,
I consider, after what has been stated, ful-
]y account for all the variation of physical
and cheinical properties to which I have
before alluded.

Adulteration and Sophistication of Teas.
-Since writing my former paper, several
teas have come under my notice which
must be classed under this head. The
first I shall mention is a sophistication
which has been carried on in this country
to some extent, and consists-in giving the
appearance of green tea ta an imported
black tea. The material used as the bo-
dies for this process of manufacture is a
tea called scented caper; it is a smail,
closely-roled black tea, about the size of
smail gunpowder, and when colored is
vended under this latter denomination, the
difference in price between the scented
caper and this fictitious gunpowder being
about Is per pound, a margin sufficient tO
induce the fraud.- This manufacture has
been carried on, I understand, at Man-
chester, and was kept as secret as possi-
ble; and it was only alter considerable
trouble that some of my friends succeeded
in obtaining two differcnt specimens for
me, that couid bc fully depended on, as
originating- in this manufactory. It ap.
pears that it is generally mixed with
other tea, so as to deceive the parties test-
ing it. Hlow this manufactory vas con-
ducted I am not prepared to say:-but
some preparation of:copper must have been
employed, as the pr'esence of that metal is
readily detected in the specimens I receiv-
ed. I believehowever, that this sophis-
tication has ceased.

,I have now to call yotr attention ta
another adulteration of the most flagrant
kind. Two samples of tea, a black and a
green, were lately put into my hands by a

merchant for examination, the results:of
which he has alluwed me to make publie.
The black tea was styled sccnted caper;
the greengunpowder; and I understand
they arc usually imported into this country
in small chests called catty packages. The
appearance of these teas is remarkable ;
they are apparently exceedingly closely
rolled, and very heavy; the reasons for
which will be clearly demonstrated. They
possess a very flagrant odor. The black
tea is in compact granules, like shot of va-
rying size, and presenting a fine glossy
lustre of a very black hue. Th.e green is
also granular and compact, presenting a
bright pale-bluish aspect, with a shade of
green, and so highly glazed and faced, that
the facing rises in clouds of dust when it
is agitated or poured from one vessel to
another; it even coats the vessels or pa-
per on which it may be poured. On ex-
amining these samples, in the manner de-
scribed in my former paper, to remove
this facing, I was struck by the tenacity
with which it adhered to the surface, and
which i had never remarked in any pre-
vious sample, requiring it to be soaked for
some time in the water before it could be
detached ; with this precaution, however,
the greater part of the facing material was
removed. It proved, in the case of the
sample of green tea, to be a pale Prussian
blue, a yellow vegetable color, which .we
now know ta be turmeric, and a very large
proportion of sulphate of lime. The fac-
ing from the sample of black tea was per.
fectly black in color, and on exahination
was found to consist of earthy graphite or
black lead. It was observed that during
the prolonged soaking operation, to which
these teas had been submitted, there was
no tendency exhibited in either case ta un-
roll or expard, for a reason which will be-
presently obvious. One of the samples
was therefore , treated with hot -water,
without, however, any portion of'a leaf,
being rendered apparent. It increased in
size slightly, was disintegrated, and then
it was found that a large quantity of sand
and dirt had subsided ; this was separat-
ed by decantation, and collected'; it was
found ta amount to 1.5 grains from '10
grains of the sample, or 15 in the 100 parts.
It was evident, however, that much of the,
lighter particles must have been lost in.the
process of decantation; a weighed quan-
tity of the sample was therefore carefully.
calcined, until the ash was quite, white,
and the whole of the carbonaceous. mat-
ter burnt off; it 'ielded a result 4equivalent
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t' 37,5 on the 10 parte. During this ope- hewver, that a market for them is found
ration, also, no expansion or uncurling ut eisewnî.;e TLr. c;nese, i , ii
the leaf, as is generally to be observed not seli them except as teas, and have the
when heat is applied to a genuine tea, candor to specify them as lie teas; and if
wvas seen; in fact, it was quite evident they are mixed with other teas of low qua-
there was no leaf to uncurl, the whole of lity, the Chinese merchant gives a certifi-
the tea being in the form of dust. The cate, stating the proportion of the lic tea
question next presented itself as to how present with the genuine leaf. This ma-
these materials had been held together, nufacture and mixing is evidently prac-
and this was readily solved ; for, on exa- tised to meet the price of the Englislh mer-
mining the infusion resulting from the ori- chant. In the case of the above samples,
ginal soaking of the sample, abundant evi- the black is called by the Chinese, lie
dence of gum vas exhibited. flower caper; the green, lie gunpowder;

The sample of green tea was of a pre- the average value is from Sd. to Is. per
cisely similar kind to the black; it yielded ib. The brokers have adopted the cu-
4.55 grains of ash, &c., from 10 grains of rous term gum and dus, as applied to
the specimen, or 45.5 per cent. A speci- these lie teas or their mixtures, a cog-
menof Javagunpowderyielded5 percent. nomen which at first I had some difficul-

of ash; so that we have in this sample 40.5 ty n understanding, from the rapid man-
per cent. of dirt and sand over and above noeether.
the weight of ash yielded by the incinera- t
tion of a genuine tea. I will subjoin the results obtained from

the careful incineration of a variety of
Thus we have then in these samples a teas, as they may be interesting, for the

mixture of tea dust with dirt and sand, purpose of comparison, and illustrate the
agglutinated into a mass with a gummy point I have mentioned as to these spu-
matter, most probably manufactured from rious teas being mixed with genuine ones.
rice-flour, then formed into granules of Gunpowdertea, made inJava, gave 5.0
the desired size, and lastly dried and co- grains of ash in the 100 parts:lored, according to the kind required
by the manufacturer, either with black Gunpowder, during the East India Compa.
lead, if for black tea ; or with Prussian ny's Charter . - 50
blue, gypsum, or turmeric, if intended for Kemnon hysu 6.5

green. Lie gunpowder, No. 1 - - 45.5
Since examining these two samples, 1 " " No.2 - - 34.0

have obtained through a friend another S cnted caper - 3 5.5
specimen of green tea, having a very dîf- Lie flower caper - . .37.5

forent appearance tlat is, better manuifac- Mixures containin th1e litea, 2.5
ed, or rather, I should say, more likely to " " No. 2 - 11.5
deceive the customer, from its being made -Quarer. Journal of the Chemical Society,
to imitate an unglazed tea. It is of a yel- July 1, 1851.
lowish-green color, scented and granulated
as the former samples, and not much dust- Death of Pricssnitz.-Pressnitz, the
ed; it yielded 34 pcr cent. of ash, sand celebrated founder of hydropathy, died at
and dirt. Graefenberg on the 26th of November, at

Qn inquiry, I have learned- that about the age.of 52. In the morning of that day
750,000 lbs. weight of these teas have Priessnitz was up and stirring at an earlv.
been imported into this'country within the hour, but complained of the cold, and had
last eighteen months, their introduction wood brought in to make a large fire. His
being quite of modern origin; and I under- friends had for some time believed him to
stand that attempts have been made to get be suffering from dropsy of the chest, and
them passed through the Customs as ma- at their earnest entreaty he consented, to
nufacturedgoods, and not as teas; a title take a little medicine, exclaiming all
which they certainly richly merit, ai- the while, «It is of no use." He 'would
though it must be evident, from a mo- see no physician, but remained to the last
ment s consideration, that the revenue true to bis profession. About four o'clock

oÙ]l dnhfà%e h ilfriiforl;ncmirýhnoin the afternoon of the 26th hie asked to be
the consumer would have to buy them as
teas from the dealer. It is to be feared, J

carried to bed, and upon being laid down
he expired.-London ledical Gazettc,
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On the Preservation af Animal Sub- inç t- the last, 0 grain re k
stances, ty ifENRY GOADBY, M. D.-Dr By this admixture, the colors of the ani-
Goadby, who was formerly Dissector of mal tissue are preserved.
M;nute Anaftom ft tin Pn ai Cnllnee of

.2.
Rock Salt,
Corrosive Sublimate,
Boiling Water,

8 ounces,
2 grains,e

40 ounces.

The arsenical fluid is prepared by add-

y y g

tSurgeons of England, has communicated
a most mnteresting paper to the American
Journal of Science and Arts, (Silliman's)
on the above subject. The expense and
difficulty of preserving morbid preparations
in this country, alcohol being the fluid em-
played, renders the subject one of extreme
moment to us. The substances employed
are rock salt, alum, corrosive sublimate,
and arsenious acid, and they are never al]
employed at one time. Their relative
qualities are thus detailed by the author,
although epitomized: rock salt preserves
the characteristics of the tissues unimpair-
ed, better than any other agent, and he
uses it more frequently than any other;
alum coagulates the albumen in proportion
to the quantity employedand acts chemi-
cally on the carbonate of lime ; corrosive
sublimate is employed manly to prevent
fungus vegetation in the fluids holding an-
imal tissues in suspension; arsenic softens
the animal tissues to a remarkable degree,
and should not be employed for prepara-
tions kept in glass vessels, as it acts chem-
ically upon the lead which they contain.
Dr G. employs il, however, for its soften-
ing properties, to recover animals that had
been hardened and corrugated, orto per-
form elaborate dissections of nerves.-
Goadby's fluids used, are the following:

1.
Rock Salt, 4 ounces,
Alum, 2 ounces,
Corrosive Sublimate, 4 grains,
Boiling Water, 80 ounces.

A mixture, containing half the corrosive
sublimate and water, is occasionally em-
ployed, but is considered too astringent.

Mode oJ Using the Fluids.-When ei-
lier of the'foregoing fluids is required
ror the display of preparations in a public
or private collection, they should he well
fdtered. If the filtration be properly per-
formed, these fluids are remarkably bright,
white, and brilliant, far exceeding in this
respect any alcoholic fluids.

The best, neatest, and readiest mode, in
my experience is the plan of my inven-
tion, namely : first place in the upper
vessel of a small copper glue pot some
marine glue cut small; in the lower ves-
sel, where the carpenter would put water
for the careful dissolution of animal glue,
put linseed oil, and then apply heat; the
temperature of the boiling oil will dissolve
the glue the first, second, and even a third
time, with care; after this it becomes al-
tered in its properties, and refractory.

The dissolved glue should be rapidly
applied to the rim of the glass jar (which
must be quite dry and free from grease,)
with a brusl, and the only brush that
will stand, I make in this way. I
take a piece of rattan cane as long as a
cedar drawing pencil, and cut off the cor-
tex carefully from one end of it to the
length I desire the brush to be, being pr-
ticular not to let the knife go into the sûb-
stance of the cane any more than I can
help. I macerate the prepared end ofthe
cane for a short time in water, and then,
while yet wet, I pound it with a hammer
upon some bard' substance (iron or stone)
constantly turning it with my liand unàtil
all the fibres of the cane'be liberated; and
my brush is then complete. - A disc of
g<lass should be'cut to fit the top of the jar,
;made-clean,'and the part that is to be in
contact with tlie jar also thinly coated
with the hot glue.- The disc should pre-
viously have had a small liole drilled?
through the centre, (about one-eigth of an
inch diameter) for a reason that will pre-
sently appear.

The two surfaces of glass being appa-
rently coated with marine glue, but really
without contact, the latter must be insured
by means of, a hot iron which should be
carefully-passed over the surface of the
glue several times till it and the glassibeu.
come hot, care being taken tolçeeptie
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iron contantly in motion, and always on f rtißj 21terCQ 30otriat.
that case the i!xpa.ýion wi-I o equa, anu
no danger occur even if the iron be red
hot; but, it will instantly break if the THIE PROVINCIAL LUNATIC ASY-iron be allowed to linger in one place, or LUM, AND TUE U. C. JOURNAL.
touch any but the outer portion of the One of the moststrikin benefitsconfer-
dise, or the rim of the jar.a

diy ortien of t sige, tr w h a lred upon a people >y the press, is the ex-
By means of a syringe, ta which a posure of improper conduct and practice in

small pipe is affixed, fill up the jar with p
the preserving fluid, not quite full, howe- the body politic, and, by a vigorous denun-
ver, as the great expansion of the fluidi ciation of them, ta prohibit their repètition,(the B especially) in sudden increase of and thus preserve the morale of the com-
temperature, may cause the breakage of
the top glass ; then cut a cork ta fit the m
smali hole tightly, insert it, pare it off evil in this way ; and the moral tone of a
level wvith the surface, place upon it a community can be always safely inferred
piece of solid marine glue made ta adhere by the character of its publications, which
to the cork by means of the point of the
bot iron, and cover it with another dise of are ephemeral precisely in accordance with
glass of about the size of q ten cent piece, that tone. As it is with the general mass
and the preparation is finished. of the people, so is it also with particular

It is a good practice ta prepare the por- sections, or with those devoted to par-
tion of thread that is ta cone outside of ticular pursuits. The press, if such the
the jar, the cork, and even the surfaces of latter possesses, must be taken as the mir-glass ta be coated, with a liquid solution
of the marine glue, which may be made ror of its moral and intellectual'constitu-
by dissolving a piece of glue in an excess tion; and·as, in ail communities, and sec-
of whitewood Naphtha.

Should a stopper become fixed in the
neck of a bottie by the crystallization of
the sait, it may be easily removed by dis-
solving the sait by water, and gently
tapping the cross piece of the stopper at
its extreme ends, (never across its shortest
diameler,) with a door key. If the cross,
piece corne off, make it, and the remain der
of the stopper that is in the neck of the
bottle hot with the iron, apply marine glue,
and cement thern together,-when cold,
renew your operations,-the stopper is
stronger now than before, will easily come
out, and last longer than one not broken.
Ta keep the fluids in stoppered bottles and
ta prevent the possibility of the sait crys-
tallizing on the outside of the stopper, the
marine glue may be advantageously em-
played ; or a cement, proposed by Prof.
Olmsted, of Yale College, made by melting
resin and lard together by the application
of heat, and intir-nately mixing thern. The
respective quantities of the raterials ili
depend on whether the cement is required
ta become hard, or not. If the former, the
resin must be in excess; if the latter, use
mare 'lard. Far the purpose that f indi-
dicate above, it shoulp be sdff, andi opy;
remaining just soft enough in hot weatheri
ta spread with a palette knife.

tians of communities, there are tobe found
men erring in their ways,over whose faults
the veil of oblivion may be occasionally
appropriately thrown, yet, when gross vio-
lations of the moral rules are perpetrated,
if circumstances preclude exposure, the
press should, at least, not attemptajustifi-
cation of the fault, or throw its protecting
.Egis over the offender. This savors, to
us, of a prostitution of ils prerogative.
In struggling for the obsérvance of the
ethics of the Profession in their highest
state of purity, as the certain means of
making that profession what'it should be,
-respected on ail sides,-it should treat,
in this matter, ail alike. The interests of
one are nothing compared with those of
the many ; and while it "nothing extenu-
ates nor sets down aught in malice,"-ils
owntposition should be'clear and defined,
guided by but one rule-a full apprecia-
tion of its own duty and responsibility, as
representing the interestsof an enlighten-
ed profession, whose cause it bas taken up
and profèsses ta advocate.

4L04
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These reflections were painfully. for- Now, no one who reads the description
c-d upon us, when perusing the )adng which the diameibea .
eûtorial in the last number fi vur Upper will credit the assertion s; speciously ad-
Canada contemporaryupon the recent in- vanced by the Upper Canada Journal,
quest in connection with the Provincial that they were abstracted for the purpose
Lunatic Asylum, in Toronto, the details of pathological investigation, or to detect
of which we chronicled in our own last some "structural pecoliaiîy.» The ex-
issue ; and, while we refer our readers b istence of such a peculiarity s, in ai cases,
that report, we shall, at present, merely questionable. It is rapz that a priore rea-
advert to some of its leading particulars. soning will indicate it. That they were
-A patientin the Provincial Lunatic Asy- retained for the purposes of dissection, aud

lum, named Andrews, died on the 11th No- were, in accordauce with that intention,
vember., An inquest was held on the body literally so used, there can be no manner of
on Sunday the 12th, and the remains in doubt. WeobjectnottothemedicalSuper-
their stipposed integrity were sent to the intendent's niaintaining b .is knowiedge of
grave-yard for interuent on Monday the satomy in te ouly proper Wayby. which
13th. In assistiug the grave-digger to re- lie could do so, viz: by dissection; but
move the cofflu, a gentleman remarked its there are legitimae, as well as ileitimate
lightqess, which led to investigation, and modes of eIfecting that object; and in ths
the disciosure Ibat the body was minus ifs instance, fe emphatically selected tbe lat-
head and neck, and riglit superior and iu- ter, with concomitans,-as regards, bis
ferior extremities. On the forlowing Wed- position lu the Asylum-which expose
nesday, doubtless in consequeuce of the hm l the heavy censure of everyrift-
rumorsafloat, and popularexcitemeut, the iuded member of the Profession.,
missing members were sent'to the nrave. et m h e
yard in a deal box ind at a second iaquest But ur contemporary ftheher'deelares
held on the following Saturday ter were that "lie was justifed by the ia of jhe
identified as parts of the sacie body, and, i land, lt masdng a ost morem exani

,ihnes whc le to inetgain and

Dr Lyons languae presented the folow- lion of the body." And it se And
ing7 appearauces: c'the head had been sawn let us ask,, why did lie not -do il- àt'theý
hi two, and put together again-the sin- proper lime ad place, viz: at MrCoir
ews ofhe neck were gone-th e arm, head Duggans inquest at tte Asylu?' It wa
aud, le- had.been partially dissected, and lndue at the very time the law dirt,
the leg had been iaken off, appareutly for the consequence of which laxity teshleed'
the purpose of practisin amputation, at lu thehreearkably indeflnite verdict that
the thigh boue.» "the deceased died f diseasei ofhe

inSucac are the simple facts of the case;a-
ahd that the citizens of Toroito tshouldminde U. C. Journal aeges taIt was-
bave feit indignant at suai.waton muti- proved that Dr Sco t ad ade a p t nortem
lation of the remains of au unfortunate lu- thamination of the body prior t living hie
mate ofedeir Asylum, is not lu boie least evidence befre Mr- Coroner, Dogrgan."- We

ask whr the proof existe? On the contrary,
surprising o us; and , our opinionit s- r Bprn, the door.kcepr ind apothecar a
was deservi g of much graver condemna- the Aylum, deposed, a the second. inquest,
lion at the ands of tihe Commissioners and nht no pot mortem examinatio took place

either before or after the inquest, that a poe
the Asylums than that whici it rea 'n re- mortcm eramination did take placeu n
ceivedg who merely passed a vote df cen- day mornins," (teaety-four ho·irs f after the
an medical * r quest.-Ed.) 4and hat Dr Scot cu ofF.
sure on indgnn asuche.wntoden frth ead nd limb fo anatouical purj!osoemindiscretion id a wanl of jud-ment." &c.m-Se page od. r g
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Iungs and -stomach!" [lad Andrews no
disease of the brain ? H ad he no disease
of the liver ? And what disease of the
lungs, and vhat cf the biomach, we ih
which he had ? And were these primary
or secondary affections ? if the Toronto
Asylum, which has cost the Province so
large a sum, is to be managed in this
manner, its fertile sources of knowledge
closed by the wilful blinrness of those
who should be keenly alive to their impor-
tance, then we say that but little real bene-
fit from it will be conferred upon the com-
munity. It wilt be as it bas been-a mere
lazar house, existing for the day,and exert-
ing no possible influence on the future.

But the 'climax of our contemporary's
special pleading is capped by the following,
whicb, lest we should be considered as
doing violence to the original language,
or perverting ita meaning, we give entire,
"Dr. Scott.has in our opinion displayed
' indiscretion and want of judgment' not
in removing and retaining the portions of
the body which he. considered worthy of
particular and careful examination, but in
not directing his subordinate officers ta
see the body of his patient properly and
decently interred, and in allowing it ta be
left ta the custody of an unscrupulous
sexton, who for some consideration, or the
gratification- of •his own idle curiosity,,-
would subject the corpse to, the gaze of
inquisitive and officious bystanders. Again
we.think Dr. Scott ta have been in error,.
in sending at the time he did, the portions
of the body he had retained, to the sexton
for interinent; it was a concession ta pub-
lic sensitiveness; a tacit acknowledgment,
as it were, of impropriety on bis part,
which really.did not exist." Such then,
we presume, is the standard of morality
advocated by the Upper Canada Journal,
the self-constituted organ of the Upper Ca-
nada Profession. Oh, tempora! Oh, mores!
The thief who robs you of your purse,
would exhibit both sound judgment. and

discretion in not returning it, except at
bis convenience ; -and the offence would
cease to be one, if he kept it for ever,
pruu;då :t was scver mi»edt. âuch ii
a legitimate application of the sentiment
conveyed in the above quotation; and dif-
fering, toto-celo, from our contemporary,
we think that Dr. Scott exhibited both
sound judgment and discretion in return-
ing c wien he did," what clearly was
not bis, no matter for what purposes soever
retained, although these are too patent,
while our contemporary has exhibited bath
cindiscretion and want of judgment'' in
inditing such nonsense as that quoted, and
in pledging ex cathedra the Profession to
its accuracy and support.

We certainly did not intend to bave
alluded ta this Toronto Asylum business,
or ta have expressed any opinion upon it,
beyond that contained in the four fines of
editorial comment when we published the
Report in our last~ numbér; but ',the' sin-
gular defence'of the medical superintend-
ent, adopted by the U. C. Journal, bas
forced us ta declare our opinions on the
point more unreservedly than we pur-
posed. Our contemporary will not give us
the credit for being influenced by any of
the private cliques, political or otherwise,
of Toronto. We have takern the snbject
up on its mere merits. And while the·
medical superintendent has little cause of
rejoicing, in the móde in which the Upper
«Canada Journal ias:advocated bis cause,
the Journal itself must learn, that its opi-
nions and judgments sh*ould -be guided
neither by fear,- favor,.nor affection, and
thiàt, holding in its bands the integrity of-
the Profession, it. should be cautious, lest
that integrity should. be impeached.

But before we conclude, we. must take
the opportunity of correcting cur contem-
porary.on a misapprehension -under which
it labors. The U. C.Journal observes on
the bZoad question of the necessity for
minute anatomical study, littleit maybe

406 .
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supposed, would require to be said at the
present day. In Great Britain, and else-
where, legislative provision bas long since
been made for ils efficient prosecution.-
Our contemporary then alludes ta the
abuses of 4 a grave' character," which
existed antecedently ta the enactinent
of a law, by which bodies of persans
dying under certain circumstances vere
Ùelivered over ta the schools of medi-
cine, and finally winds up by remarking
that "such a measure is required iii this
country," and directs Dr Rolph's earnest
attention ta the subject, ta obtain this
« needful concession." We apprehend
that Dr Rolph will act la this matter as
we now do, viz: by directing the atten-
tion of the U. C. Journal ta the provisions
of the 7 Vic., Cap. 5, known under the
title of c an Act ta regulate and facilitate
the study of Anatomy," whicl was sanc-
tioned on the 9th December, 1843, there-
fore a tolerably old act, iE 'which every
e needful concession " bas been made, and

of the existence and opera tion of which, we
are astonished that our Upper Canada con-
temporary should appear ta have no know-

ledge.

TLe Canadiant Schools of ledidne.
-The following is, we believe, a talera-

bly. correct Teturn o the matriculated
stüdents in each 'Medical school in thie
Provin ce

Uiversityaof Toronto......... 45
Toronto Trinity College. . ............. 12

Toronto School of Medicine.... 31
University of M'Gill College... 64

Montreal St Lawrence School of Medicine 24
Montreal School of Medicine 24

Qebec SchoolofMedicine..... ..... 16

. St.: Patrick's Ilospital.-This hos.
pital, is now established. Its.medical staff
is coinposed asfollows

We hope our contemporary was not pun-
ning, but ias soberly serious.. The sulject is

'unquestionably of 19e grave a character ta be
treated lightly.

R. L. Macdonnell, M.D., Surgeon and
Lecturer on Clinical Surgery.

A H.JM.ä, D.,Phyiiau a i.ec-

turer on Clinical Medicine.

H. Howard; M.R.C.S.L., Opthalmic and'
Aural Surgeon, and Lecturer on Op-
thalmnic and Aural Surgery.

S. B. Schmidt, M.D. Assistant Physici-
Thos. M'Gralh, M.D. ans and Surgeons.

To Subscribers.-We issued during
the month, after an examination of the
financial affairs of the Journal, a circular
ta all subscribers in arrears, specifying to
each the amount due, and the volumes for
which payments have not been made.
Nearly £500 are due the Jo.urnal, coin-
posed of small sums, individually'owin'g,
of trifling moment ta each subscriber, but
the non-payment of which is productive
of serious inconvenience to ourselves,. and-
if much further prolonged will necessitate
the discontinuance of the Journal. If the
Journal is ta be continued after the present
volume, it must be by strict adherence to
its terms-advance payment.of the sub.
scription; ta which -we will be forced ta
add the.usual alternative, common to every
American periodical, of an increased sub-
scription price, if delay in payment takes
place. We retu'rn thanks to'those' of cur;
subscribers who have replied ta our cir-
cular. -

Circular.-We have received during
the moaithfrom Prof. Gross, the subjoined
circular, With a request for ils publication.
We earnestly recommend it to :the~atten-
tion of our surgical friends, under-the full
expectation .that- they will co-operate in
the work in which their assistance is re-
quested:-

To. ihe Medical Profession of the United
Siatés and Canada-

The undersigned baving been appointed,
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at the last meeting of the American Medi-
can Association, Chairman of the commit-
tee on the " Results of Surgical Operations

licits contributions to the subject, founded
upon personal observation. To place the
subject in as tangible a form as possible,
lie begs leave to direct attention to the,
following points:

1. The difference between cancerous
and cancroid diseases, or those affections
which are truly malignant, and those
which are only partially so. In the for-
mer category are comprised scirrhus, en-
cephaloid, and melanosis; in the latter,
certain maladies of the skin and mucous
tissues, as lupus, cheloid, eiloid, and can-
cer of the lip.

2. The precise seat of the disease, as
the skin and subcutaneous cellular tissue;
the- eye, ears, nose, face, lips, tongue,
salivary glands, jaws, and gums; the
lymphatic ganglions of the neck, axilla,
groin, and other regions; the mammary
gland, uterus, ovary, vulva and vagina,
penis and testis; the anus and rectum;
and, finally, the extremities.

3. The age, sex, temperament, resi-
dence, and occupation of the patient.

4. The cause of the disease, its pro-
gress, and the state of the part and of the
system at the time of the operation.

5. Mode of operation; whether by the
knife, caustic or ligature.

6. Time of death, or relapse, after ope-
ration.

7. Examination of the morbid product;
how conducted- whether by the unassist-
ed eye alone, or by means of the micros-
cope, and chemical tests.

The undersigned hopes that the impor-
tance of the subject"confided to him, as
cha1'rman of the committee above referred,
to, will be sufficiently appreciated by his
professional brethren to induce them to aid
him in carrying out the wishes of the
American Medical Association. The sub-
ject is one of absorbing interest, and can-
not fail, if properly treated, to elicit matter
of the greatest benefit. It is very neces-
sary that all communications upon- the
subject should be sent to the chairman of
the .committee by the lst of January,
1852.•

Medicaljournals,and newspapers friend-
ly to the interests of medical science, will
confer a favor upoh the undersigned by

S. D. GROSS, M.D.

University of Louistville,
June 29, 1851.

Errata.--Our readers are requested to cor-
rect the folluwing errors in the review of
Walker on Intermarriage. In page 329, col.
2, line 27, for 4'wicked," read "naked;"
page 330, col. 1, Une 6, for "some," read
Cfewer."

OBITUARY.
December 2. - Dr Alexander Wylie, of

Matilda.

December 6.-At Ascot, Eastern Townships.
William Wilson, M.D., aged 67 years.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Letters are acknowledged from the followr.
ing gentlemen :-Dr Wight, St. Johns;
Messra Stringer 4- Townsend, New.York;
Dr Gauvreau,Rivière.du.Loup; Dr Douglas,
Quebec; Dr .MFDonald, Cornwalli; Dr Se.
well, Sorel; Dr Evans, Richmond; Prof
Croft, Toronto; Dr Bill, Bytown; Dr
M'Cargow. York; Dr Beaupre, Drummond.
ville; Capt Lefroy, Toronto; -Dr Foster,
Froste Village; Mr Willard, Albany, N.Y.;
Dr Low, Darlingion; Dr Vancourtlandt,
Bytown; Dr Gilbert, Hatley; ir Watt#,

Wellington Square ; Dr Orr, Bondhead; Dr
Harvey, Kingston ; Dr Howard, St Andrews.

BOOKS &c., RECEIVED.

Operative Surgery, by J. F. Malgaigne. Phi.
ladelphia : Blanchard & Lea. 1851.

Annual Report of the, Normal, Model, and
Common Schools in Upper Canada;• with
an Appendix. Lovell & Gibson. 1851.

The Spinal Nerves, their disposition and dis-
tribution, arranged for the use of students, by
W. Wright. M.D.,Demonstrator of Anatomy,
M'Gill College.

The Cranial Nerves, their leading points ar-
ranged for the use of students, by the same.
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